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- UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

-WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-259 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 1 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 76 

License No. DPR-33 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority 
(the licensee) dated April 29, 1981, as supplemented by letters 
dated June 12, 198l and July 13, 1981 complies with the standards 
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended 
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth 
in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the 
Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the 
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's 
regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Specifi
cations as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment and 
paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33 is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, 
as revised through Amendment No. 76 , are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications.  
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3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thoas p i Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Speci fi cations 

Date of Issuance: September 15, 1981



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 76

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-33

DOCKET NO. 50-259 

Revise Appendix A as follows: 

1. Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages:

iii/iv 
vii/viii 
.1/10 
16 
19/20 
21T/22 
2-3/24 
25/26 
2 9/ 3G 
31/32 
47/48

73/74 
79/80 
121/122 
123/124 
129/130 
131/132 
143/144 
145/146 
157/158 
15_ /iT6
169_/170

171/172 
172a/172b 
181/182 
218/219 
220/221 
226/227 
235a 
249 
250/251 
252/253 
260/261 
262/263 
266/267 
268 
269/270 
330/331

2. The underlined 
pages indicate 
convenience.

pages are those being changed; marginal lines on these 
the revised area. The overleaf page is provided for

3. Add the following new pages: 

160a 
169a 
251a 
261a
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SAFETY LIMIT LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

For no combination of loop 
recirculation flow rate and core 
thermal power shall the APRM flux 
scram trip setting be allowed to 
exceed 120% of rated thermal power.  

(Note: These settings assume 
operation within the basic thermal 
hydraulic design criteria. These 
criteria are LHGR<13.4 kw/ft for 8x8, 
8xMR, and P~xSR fuel, MCPR limits cf 
Spec 3.5.k. If it is determined that 
either of these design criteria is 
being violated during operation, 
action shall be initiated within 15 
minutes to restore operation within 
prescribed limiti. Surveillance 
requirements for APRM scram setpoint 
are given in specification 4.1.B.  

2. APRM--When the reactor mode switch is 
in the STARTUP POSITION, the APRM 

scram shall be set at less than or 
equal to 15% of rated power.  

3. IRM--The IRM scram shall be set at 
less than or equal to 120/125 of full 
scale.  

B. Core Thermal Power Limit B. APRM Rod Block Trio Setting 
(Reactor Pressure6800 psia) 

The APRM Rod block trip setting 
When the reactor pressure is shall be: 
less than or equal to 800 psia,

Amendment No. 76
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ALFTLITTMITTTM P&T-TV OVOT'MA Q'1PC!P'

A.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

or core coolant flow is less 
than 10% of rated, the core 
thermal power shall not ex
ceed 823 MWt (about 25% of 
rated thermal power).  

C. Whenever the reactor is 
in the shutdown condition 
reactor vessel, the water 
level shall not be less 
than 17.7 inches above the 
top of the normal active 
fuel zone.

2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

SRB A.(0.66W + 42%) 

Where: 

SRB = Rod block setting is 
percent of rated thermal 
power (3293 MWt) 

W Loop recirculation flow 
rate in percent of rated 
(rated loop recirculation 
flow rate equals 
34.2 x 106 !b/hr) 

C. Scram & isolation- Ž533 in. above 
reactor low water vessel zero level 

D. Scram--turbine stcop 10 percent 
valve closure valve closure.  

E. Scram--turbine control valve

1. Fast Closure 

2. Loss of Control 
oil pressure 

F~. Scram--low con
denser vacuum

Upcn trip 
of the fast 
acting 
solenoid 
valves.  

A 55C psig 

S23 inches 
Hg Vacuum

G. Scram--main steam 410 percent 
line isolation valve closure 

H. Main steam isolation Ž825 psig 
valve closure--nuclear system low 
pressure

10
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Ilecause the boiling transition correlation is based on a lc-re quazitty o1 

Null scale data there is a vr-ry high confidence that operation of a fuel 

assembly at the condition of, XCFR =1.07 would not produce boiling tran

sition. Thus, although it is not required to establish the safety lizit 

a4ditional margin exists between the safety limit and the actual occurence 

of loss of cladding integrity.  

Fowever, if boiling transition were to occur, clad perforation -;ouid not 

be e-pected. Cladding temperatures would increase to cpproxtimately 

1100OF which is below the perforation temperature of the cladding 

=aterial. This has been verified by tests in the General Zectric Test 

Reactor (Gz) where fuel similar in design to B--P operated above 

the critical heat flux for a significamt period of tize (30 minutes) 

without clad perforation.  

If reactor pressure should ever exceed 1400 psia during no-r--l pover 

oper-tin! ( !the limit of applicability of the boilinp transition corre

lation) it would be assuied that the fuel cladding integity S-afet-Y Limit 

has been violated.  

At pressures below 80O psiA, the core eje-ation pressure d•rap (0 px•ver, 

0 flow) is greater th-an 4.56 psi. At low powers and fLawr this pressure 

differential is maint-ined in the by-pass region of the core. Since the 

pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head, 

the core pressure drop at low powers and flov will alway-s be greater 

than 4.5 6 psi. Analyses show thrt with a flow of 28&a0o lbs/hr bundle 

flcw, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of bundle pover and has 

a value of 3.5 psi. Tbus, the bundle flow Vith a 4.56 psi driving head 

Vill be greater then 28-i0 3 lbs/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data taken 

at •ressttrc3 fro= 14.7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel assembly 

cri4tical power at this flow is approximately 3.35 Xc.Mt With ths design 

Pcekinrg factors this corresponds to a core ther-_al pov-r ox zore than 

5G.. Thus, a core the.dmal power lizit of 25% for reactor pressures 

below 800 psia is conservative.  

For the fuel in the core during periods when the reactor is shut down, con

sidcration must also be given to water level requirements due to the effect 

of decay heat. If water level should drop below the top of the fuýel during 

thiz time, the ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in 

cooling capahility could lead to elevated cladding te-_peratures and clad 

perforation. As long as the fucl re•ains covered with water, sufficient 

ccoling is available to prevent fuel clad perforation.  

!6 
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2.1 BASES: LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS RELATED TO FUEL 
CLADDING INTEGRITY 

The abnormal operational transients applicable to 
operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant have been 
analyzed throughout the spectrum of planned operating 
conditions up to the design thermal power condition of 
3440 MWt. The analyses were based upon plant operation in 
accordance with the operating map given in Figure 3.7-1 of 
the FSAR. In addition, 3293 MWt is the licensed maximum 
power level of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, and this 
represents the maximum steady-state power which shall not 
knowingly be exceeded.  

Conservatism is incorporated in the transient analyses in 
estimating the controlling factors, such as void 
reactivity coefficient, control rod scram worth, scram 
delay time, peaking factors, and axial power shapes.  
These factors are selected conservatively with respect to 
their effect on the applicable transient results as 
determined by the current analysis model. This transient 
model, evolved over many years, has been substantiated in 
operation as a conservative tool for evaluating reactor 
dynamic performance. Results obtained from a General 
Electric boiling water reactor have been compared with 
predictions made by the model. The comparisions and 
results are summarized in References 1, 2, and 3.  

The absolute value of the void reactivity coefficient used 
in the analysis is conservatively estimated to be about 
25% greater than the nominal maximum value expected to 
occur during the core lifetime. The scram worth used has 
been derated to be equivalent to approximately 80% of the 
total scram worth of the control rods. The scram delay 
time and rate of rod insertion allowed by the analyses are 
conservatively set equal to the longest delay and slowest 
insertion rate acceptable by Technical Specifications as 
further described in reference 4. The effect of scram 
worth, scram delay time and rod insertion rate, all 
conservatively applied, are of greatest significance in 
the early portion of the negative reactivity insertion.  
The rapid insertion of negative reactivity is assured by 
the time requirements for 5% and 20% insertion. By the 
time the rods are 60% inserted, approximately four dollars 
of negative reactivity has been inserted which strongly 
turns the transient, and accomplishes the desired effect.  
The times for 50% and 90% insertion are given to assure 
proper completion of the expected performance in the 
earlier portion of the transient, and to establish the 
ultimate fully shutdown steady-state condition.  

For analyses of the thermal consequences of the transients 
a MCPR>limits specified in specification 3.5.K is 
conservatively assumed to exist prior to initiation of the 
transients. This choice of using conservative values of 
controlling parameters and initiating transients at the 
design power level, produces more pessimistic answers than 
would result by using expected values of control 
parameters and analyzing at higher power levels.  

Amendment No. 76 19



1. Thte l.icensed mai, paver level is 3,293 XMJt.  

2. MAnlyses Of tran~iemt3 em~ploy adequ.SteIly conservative values 
of the 

controllingS res.:tor par&L-tters.  

3. The abnormal operational 
transients were analyzed 

to a power level of 3440 
tr-T.  

A. The &nalytical procedurtes Cow Used reC3Ult in 3 =ore lo~ic&1 aOS.Pet than 

the alter~-.3ive =ethod of assu~lns a higher xtartltzg pocwer i= co~juZc

tiotn w-ith the expected valuts for the partstterer.  

The bases for individual set potnts are discussed below: 

A. teutro-jn ?lu= Scr=~ 

1. APRXM Figh Flý.L Sc~ram= Trip Setting (Rut' MoA~e) 

The average poujer ranSe monitoring (A2?.M) aysten, WhiCS is calibrated 

using heat balance daza talken during steady-state conditionls, reads 

im percent of rated pover (3,.292 1 ýc). -Because fission chamber3 pro

vide the basic Input si~nals, zthe ý2PM syste= responds directly 
to 

etvera8t neuitrof flux. Dizzin; tratnients, thc j~stan'taneoua rste o 

heat transfer fro= the fuel (reactor ther~-un powetr) i esta h 

imstsatcfleou' neucron flux due to the tt=-, conqaptflt of the fUv'l.  

Therefore, during transietat !.nduced b7 di&tu.;bancc, the thern-al 

pcv.er o! the fteel wjill be less tha zhat i--dicated by the neutrao flux 

it the sc:-- setting. ;,nalyses repovzed in Sectioz 14 of the F!inaI 

Safety A--alyis Report de~omtrtatd that vith a 12k) percent scr= trio 

*eetrin, none of the abo~s.operationall 
:rcaolents -analyre~d vtolatt 

the fuel safe-.7 lti:i a=_4 there i.s a substan:I~z' =r-iu .-r=~ fuel 

da=.%ýe. Thereford, use o: a flow-bIa33d !ir ;ro-vI des eve-a addflcnl.  

4~~Figure 2.l.2 Sh-Ows the flow biasedi scr.zn as a tunct'ioi of 

c')re flow.  

AM increase in :te 1?' scr= setting voud Ieczesse the =s77tm pre

sent before the ruc! c_,rddin-z~~i733~ ~- is r-athe1. 7ne 

MOLM st~,t~ a e.~~ by an an&lYS13 0. Zar.3tnS rzquirtd 

to provide & rcAsonable ran;.o :or 5 ~eigdurin.g O~eraiton.  

R.educing tn-19 op~t'atin; =r~in ~-ouid imcresse t,'-. f qqumcO7 of, t-.urious 

acran-S. vhich have nin &adverse c.::%:ct cn rttct.or safety becz-.3C~ of the 

resulzin.g thcr-.! 5cresseo. T', , us, the A2?.:i Sezzig was Sel~acted 

bacVa;34 it ;rzzvties adec%;a:e 7_a:;in for th-e fuel claan; itcmrtt7 

safety li=i: Ye: a12.cvs operating n=Arg4Z t'4.&t rpedUcza t-la po$*Ib~lIZT of 

Unzozmssasr.7 ScrZ=..A 

Amendment No. 76Z
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2.1 BASES 
S-

Analyses of the limiting transients show that no scram adjustment is 
required to assure MCPR > 1.07 when the transient is initiated from MCPR 
limits specified in specification 3.5.k.  

2. APRM Flux Scram TriD Setting (Refuel or Start & Hot Standby Mode) 

For operation in the startup mode while the reactor is at low pressure, the 
APRM scram setting of 15 percent of rated power provides adequate thermal 
margin between the setpoint and the safety limit, 25 percent of rated. The 
margin is adequate to accommodate anticipated maneuvers associated with 
power plant startup. Effects of increasing pressure at zero or low void 
content are minor, cold water from sources available during startup is not 
much colder than that already in the system, temperature coefficients are 
small, and control rod patterns are constrained to be uniform by operating 
procedures backed-up by the rod worth minimizer and the Rod Sequence 
Control System. Thus, all of possible sources of reactivity input, uniform 
control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of significant power 
rise. Because the flux distribution associated with uniform rod 
withdrawals does not involve high local peaks, and because several rods 
must be moved to change power by a significant percentage of rated power, 
the rate of power rise is very slow. Generally, the heat flux is in near 
equilibrium with the fission rate. In an assumed uniform rod withdrawal 
approach to the scram leve, the rate of power rise is no more than 5 
percent of rated power per minute, and the APRM system would be more than 
adequate to assure a scram before the power could exceed the safety limit.  
The 15 percent APRM scram remains active until the mode switch is placed in 
the RUN position. This switch occurs when reactor pressurer is greater 
than 850 psig.  

3. !RM Flux Scram Trio Setting 

The IRM System consists of 8 chambers, 4 in each of the reactor protection 
system logic channels. The IRM is a 5-decade instrument which covers the 
range of power level between that covered by the SRM and the APRM. The 5 
decades are covered by the BRM by means of a range switch and the 5 decades 
are broken down into 10 ranges, each being one-half of a decade in size.  
The IRM scram setting of 120 divisions is active in each range of the IRM.  
For

21



.1 BA_.ST.  

3. IJR Flux Scrim Trip 5ettin. (Contintied) 

example, if the instrument were on range 1, the scram setting would be at 120 

divisions for that range; likewise, If the instrument was on range 5, the scram 

setting would be 120 divisions on that range. Thus, as the IM is ranged up to 

accomrnodate the increase in power level, the scram setting is also ranged up. A 

scram at 120 divisions on the IM instrumnents remains in effect as long as the 

reactor is in the startup mode. In addition, the AFRM 15% scram prevents 

higher power operation without being in the RUN mode, The IRM scram provides 

protection for changes which occur both locally and over the entire core. The 

most significant sources of reactivity change during the power increase are 

due to control rod withdrawal. For insequence control rod withdrawal, the 

rate of change of power is slow enough due to the physical limitation of 

withdrawing control rods, that heat flux is in equilibrium with the neutron 

flux and an IF.M scram would result in a reactor shutdown well before any safety 

limit is exceeded. For the case of a single control rod withdrawal error, a 

range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analysis included starting 

the accident at various power levels. The most severe ca-,e involves an initial 

condition in which the reactor is just subcritical and the IRM system is not 

yet on scale. This condition exists at quarter rod density. Quarter rod 

density is illustrated in paragraph 7.5.5 of the FSA.R. Additional conservatism 

was taken in this analysis by assuming that the IRM channel closest to the 

withdran- rod is bypassed. The results of this analysis show that the reactor 

is scrammel and peak power limited to one percen, of rated power, thus ia ntaining 

MCPR above 1.O0. Based on the above analysis, the I.RM provides protection 

against local control rod withdrawal errors and continuous withdrawal of 

control rods in sequence.  

B. APFR Control Rod Block 

Keactor power level may be varied by moving control rods or by varying 

the recircuiation flow rate. The APRM system provides a control rod 
block to prevent rod withdrawal beyond a given point at constant recir

cuclation flow rate, and thus to protect against the condition of & 

KCR less than 1.07. This rod block trip setting, which is automatically 

varrted with recirculation loop flow rate, prevents an increase in 

the reactor power level to excess values due to control rod with

drawal. T"he flow variable trip setting provides substantial margin 
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2.1 BASES 

from fuel damage, assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setting, over 

the entire recirculation flow range. The margin to the Safety Limit increases 

as the flow decreases for the specified trip setting versus flow relationship; 

therefore, the worst case MCPR which could occur during steady-state operation is 

at 100% of rated thermal power because of the. AP•R rod block trip setting. The 

actual power distribution in the core is established by specified control rod 

sequences and is monitored continuously by the in-core LPP.M system.  

C. Reactor water Low Level Scram and Isolation (Exceot Main Steamlines) 

The set point for the low level scram is above the bottom of the separator skirt.  

This level has been used in transient analyses dealing with coolant inventory 

decrease. The results reported in FSAR subsection 14.5 show that scram and isolatioa 

of all process lines (except main steam) at this level adequately protects the fuel 

and the pressure barrier, because MCPR is greater than 1.07 in all cases, and 

system pressure does not reach the safety valve settings. The scram setting is 

approximately 31 inches below normal operating range and is thus adequate to 

avoid spurious scrams.  

D. Turbine Stop Valve Closure Scram 

The turbine stop valve closure trip anticipates the pressure, neutron flux 

and heat flux increases that would result from closure of the stop valves.  

With a trip setting of 10% of valve closure from full open, the resultant 

increase in heat flux is such that adequate thermal margins are maintained 

even during the worst case transient that assumes the turbine bypass valves 

remain closed. (Reference 2) 

Turbine Control Valve Scram 

1. Fast Closure Scram 

This turbine control valve fast closure scram anticipates the pressure, 

neutron flux, and heat flux increase that could result from fast closure 

of the turbine contcol valves due to load rejection coincident with 

failures of the tc-4rbine bypass valves. The Reactor Protection System 

initiates a scram when fast closure of the control valves is initiated 

by the fast acting solenoid valves and in less than 30 milliseconds after 

the start of control valve fast closure. This is achieved by the action 

of the fast acting solenoid valves in rapidly reducing hydraulic control 

oil pressure at the main turbine control valve actuator disc dump valves.  

This loss of pressure is sensed by pressure switches whose contacts form 

the one-out-of-two-twice logic input to the reactor protection system.  

This trip setting, a nominally 50% greater closure time and a different 

valve characteristic from that of the turbine stop valve, combine to 

produce transients very similar to that for the stop valve. No signifi

cant change in MCPR occurs. Relevant transient analyses are discussed 

in References 2 and 3 of the Final Safety Analysis Report. This scram 

is bypassed when tutbine steam flow is below 30% of rated, as measured 

by turbine first state pressure.
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2.1 RASES 

2. Scram on loss of control oil pressure 

The turbine hydraulic coctrol system operates using high pressure oil. There are several points in this oil system where a loss of oil press-ure could result in a fast closure of the turbine eontrol 
valves. This fast closure of the turbine control valves is mot protected by the gears'tor load rejection scrac , sizce failure of the oil system would not result in the fast closure solenoid valves being actuated. For a turbine control valve fast closure, 
the core would be protected by the APRM and high reactor pressure scrams. However, to provide the sacie margins as provided for the 
generator load rejection scram on fast closure of the turbine control valves, a scram has beam added to the reactor protection system, which senses failure of control oil pressure to the turbine control system. This is an anticipatory scram an.d results in reactor shutdown before any sigaificant increase in pressure or neutron flux occurs. The transient respocae is very asimlar to 
that resulting from the generator load rejection.  

7. Main Condenser Lov Vacuum Scram 

To protect the m.aln condenser aginst over-presaure, a loss of condenser vacuum Initiates automatic closure of the turbine stop valves and turbine bypass valves. To anticipate the transient and automatic scram resulting from the closure of the turbine stop valves, low condenser vacuum inijistes a scram. The low vacuum scram set point iS selected to initiate a tcra" befr.-e the closure of the turbine stop 
valves is initlated.  

C. & H. Kain Steam Line I19.agion on Low Prussure and Hain Stea& Line 
Isolation Scram 

The low pressure isolation of the -aln steam lines at 825 psig was provided to protect against rapid reactor depressurization and the resulting rzpid cooldovn of the vesael. Advantage is taken of the acram featur'e tat occurs when the =4in steam line isolation valves are closed, to provide for reactor shutdowm -a that high power operation at low reactor preoaurt does not occur, thus providing protection for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reactor at preasures lower than 825 pstg requires that the reactor mode switch be in the STARThrP position, where protection of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by the R'X. and A2L1 high neutron flux scram#. Thus, the combination of main steam line low pressure isolation and isolation valve closure scram assures the availability of neutron flux scram protsction over the entire range of applicability of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. In additicn, the isolation valve closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux transiants that occur during normal or inadvertant isolation valve closure. With the scrams sOt at 10 percent of valve closure, neutron flux does not increase.
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t* . . K. PrACtor 10W I.Ater level set point for Injtiat ton or 1IFC! AMr 
RiC, cto~in• u•tn st1A5C lajatlor valves , ind start•• I L~tl 

and core 5,'rnv puievi.  

These systewSI. miLntain adequate coolant Irivencetr' Yn< provide core 
coolin; with the objective of prcventing txcessive clad temperatures.  
The delt•n of thece ss5tezs to adequately perform the Intended JunC
tion is based on the spec•fied low level scram set point and EnLti&
tion uet points. Transient analyses reported in Section l or cie 
TSkAZ demonstrate that these conditions rts.tLt in adequ&te aiaety 
sargIns for both the fuel sand the systes pressure.  

1. LlmforH. .. I. "'Mnlyticl Hethods Of !lant TrAns1ent EvAlusiOIns for 
the Cencrat Electric Sailing'Water Ieactor," WEDO-1O$02, Feb., 1973.  

2. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report.  
NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.  

3. "Qualification of the One-Dimensional Core Transient 'Model for Boiling 
Water Reactor", NEDO-24154, NEDE-24154-P, October 1978.  

4. Letter from R. H. Buchholz (GE) to-P. S. Check (NRC), "Response to 
NRC request for information on ODXYý computer model," September 5, 1980.  
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2.2 BASES 

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTM{ INTEGRITY 

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen relief valves have been installed on the unit with a total capacity of 83.9% of nuclear boiler rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient, 
(3-second closure of all main steanline isolation valves) neglecting the direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering 
12 valves operable, results in adequate margin to the code allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.  

To meet the operational design, the analysis of the plant isolation transient (generator load reject with bypass valve failure to open)shows that 12 of the 13 relief valves limit peak system pressure to a valVe which is well below the allowable vessel over
pressure of 1375 psig.  
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LIMMIUG CONlDITIONS FOR OPERATION 1VTLCEROIMES

3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 

Applicability 

Applies to the instrumentation 
and associated devices which 
initiate a reactor scram.  

Obiective

To assure the operability of the 
reactor protection system.  

Swecification 

Wlhen there is fuel in the vessel, 
the setpoints, minimum number of 
trip systems, and mlnimum number 
of instrument channels that must 
be operable for each position of 
the reactor mode switch shall be 
as given in Table 3.M.A.

4.1 REACTOR PROTECTTOK SYRTEM

Applicability 

Applies to the surveillance of 
the instrumentation and asso
ciated devices which initiate 
reactor scram.  

Objective 

To specify the type and frequency 
of surveillance to be applied to 
the protection instrumentation.  

Specification 

A. Instrumentation systems shall 
be functionally tested and 

calibrated as indicated in 
Tables 4.1.A and 4.1.B respec

tively.

C. When it is determined that a 
channel is failed in the unafe 
condition, the other U2S channe 
that monitor the same variable 
shall be functionally tested 
immediately before the trip sy3 
tem containing the failure is 
tripped. The trip system con
tai-ning the unsafe failure nn;" 
untripped for short periods of 
time to allow functional testin 
of the other trip system. The 
trip system may be in the 
urLtripped position for no more 
than eight hours per functional 
test period for this testing.

Amendment No. 76
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4.1 BASES 

The frequency of calibration of the APPM Flow Biaslnr Network has been 

established as each refueling outage. There are several instruments 

which must be calibrated and it will take several hours to perform the 

calibration of the entire network. While the calibration is being per

formed, a zero flow signal will be sent to half of the APRM's resulting 

in a half scram and rod block condition. Thus, if the calibration were 

performed during operation, flux shaping would not be possible. Based 

on experience at other generatinz stations, drift of instruments, such 

as those in the Flow Biasing Network, is not significant and therefore, 

to avoid spurious scrams, a calibration frequency of each refueling out

age is established.  

Group (C) devices are active only during a given portion of the opera

tional cycle. For example, the IRM is active durin, startup and inactive 

during full-power operation. Thus, the only test that is meaningful is 

the one performed just prior to shutdown or startup: i.e., the tests 

that are performed just prior to use of the instrument.  

Calibration frequency of the instrument channel is divided into tyo 

groups. These are as follows: 

1. Passive type indicating devices that can be compared with like 

units on a continuous basis.  

2. Vacuum tube or semiconductor devices and detectors that drift or 

lose sensitivity.  

Experience with passive type instruments in generating stations and sub

stations indicates that the specified calibrations are adequate. For 

those devices which employ amplifiers, etc., drift specifications call 

tor drift to be less than 0.4%/month: i.e., in the period of a month a 

drift of 4% would occur and thus providing for adequate margin. For 

the APRM system drift of electronic apparatus is not the only considera

tion in determining a calibration frequency. Change in nower distribu

tion and loss of chamber sensitivity dictate a calibration every sever.  

days. Calibration on this frequency assures plant operation at or below 

thermal limits.  

A comparison of Tables 4.1.A and 4.1.B indicates that two instrument 

channels have been included in the latter table. These are: mode 

switch in shutdown and manual scram. All of the devices or sensors 

associated with these scram functions are simple on-off switches and.  

hence, calibration during operation is not applicable, i.e., the switch 

Is either on or off.  
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4.1 BASES 

The sensitivity of LPRM detectors decreases with exposure to neutron flux 
at a slow and approximately constant rate. The APRM system, which uses the 
LPRM readings to detect a change in thermal power, will be calibrated every 
seven days using a heat balance to compensate for this change in 
sensýýivity. The RBM system uses the LPRM reading to detect a localized 
change in thermal power. it applies a correction factor based on the APRM 
output signal to determine the percent thermal power and therefore any 
change in LPRM sensitivity is compensated for by the APRM calibration. The 
technical soecification limits of CMFLPD, CPR, and MAPLHGR are determined 
by the use of the process computer or other backup methods. These methods 
use LPRM readings and TIP data to determine the power distribution.  

Compensation in the process computer for changes in LPRM sensitivity will 
be made by performing a full core TIP traverse to update the computer calculated LPRM coreto Iatr Ivby 

L rrection factors every 1000 effective full power hours.  

As a minimum the individual LRM meter readings will be adjusted at the 
beginning of each operating cycle before reaching 100 percent power.  
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TABLE 3..2.C 

t1(STI-RUU-hTAT!OM4 TMAT 11ZITIATtS ROD BUJCKS 

AYL41 Up¶SCAlC (flow Bias) 

APEM1 UpgCale (Startup Mode) (8) 

A.PR-t Dov~nscalc (9) 

APP-H inoperative 

Rbm Upscale (Floy Bias) 

RIMH DnomcAlC (9) 

LBM Inoperative 

IR'I Upscale (8) 

IMK Dovuac'tle (3)(8) 

1IRK Detector not in Startup 'Position (8) 

IRKi Inoperaitive (a) 

WRJ Upocale (a) 

SMt Ouvnscale (4)(8) 

S2-4 Detector not in Startup Positionl (4)(8) 

SM. Inoperative (8) 

Flou Da1~ Ccn-arato( 

FrLoy Aia3 Upacalt 

Roed BMock Lo~ tc 
RSCS Hce traini.  

(PS-85-61A & 
PS-85-618)

(10') 

' 1 x 10 5counts/cec.  

S3 couitohle~Z.  

(11) 

(101) 

rIlOl dif ference in reeircuutttan I lev 

41101 recirculation flow 

N/A 
147 psig turbine 

first stage pressure (approN-:n3tely 
301 power)

0.' .661.l + 421 (2) 

S12! 

S31 

< 0. 6 6W + ( 

!. 31 

<i081125 of full scale 

i 5/172$ of full OCAIG-a



NOTES FOR TABLE 3.2.C

1. For the startup and run positions of the Reactor Mode Selector Switch, there 
shall be two operable or tripped trip systems for each function. The SRM, 
IRM, and APRM (Startup Mode), blocks need not be operable in "Run" mode, and 
"the APRM (flow biased) and RBM rod blocks need not be operable in "Startup" 
mode. If the first colum-n cannot be met for one of the two trip systems, 
this condition may exist for up to seven days provided that during that time 
the operable system is functionally tested im-mediately and daily thereafter.  
If this condition lasts longer than seven days, the system with the 
inoperable channel shall be tripped. if the first column cannot be met for 
both trip systems, both trip systems shall be tripped.  

2. W is the recirculation loop flow in percent of design. Trio level setting 

is ;n percent of rated power (3293 `Wt).  

See Specification 2.1 for APRM control rod block setpoint.  

3. IMM downscale is bypassed when it is on its !owest range.  

4. This function is bypassed when the count rate is 100 cos and IRM above 
range 2.  

5. One instrument channel, i.e., one APRM or IRM or RBM, per trip system may be 
bypassed except only one of four SRM may be bypassed.  

6. RM channels A, E, C, G, all in range 3 bypasses SRM channels A & C 
functions.  

1.RM channels B, F, D, H, all in range 8 bypasses SRM channels B & D 

functions.  

7. -he following operational restraints apply to the RBM only.  

a. Both RSM channels are bvyassed when reactor power is t 30C.  

. - REM eed not be .oerable .n the "startup" pcsition of the reactor 
mode selecto switch.  

o. Two REM channels are orovided and only one of these may be bypassed from 
the console. An REM channel may be out of service for testing and/or 
maintenance orovided this condition does not last longer than 24 hours 
in any thirty day period.  

d. If minimum conditions for -Table 3.2.C are not met, administrative 
controls shallil be immediately imposed to prevent control rod withdrawal.
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TADfE 3.2.F 

Survoillance Inatrumentatlon

minimum # of 
Oparable Instrument 

Channels 

2

(D rt

0

Instrument 

Dryviell and Torus 
Hydrogen 
Concentration

Type Indication 
and Panue 

0.1 -; 2(4

PdI-64-137 
Pdi-64-138

Drywell to Suppression 
Chamber Differential 
presaure.

Indicator 
0 to 2 paid

(1) (2) (5)

Instrument # 

1114- 76- 94 

112H - 76 - 104

Notes 

0')

2

(



NOTZS FOR rXBLE 3.2.? 

(1) From and after the date that one of these parameters is 
reduced to one indication, continued operation is permissible 
during the succeeding thirty days u-.less such instrumentation 
is sooner made operable.  

(2) From and after the date that one of these parameters is not 
indicated in the control room, continued operation is 
permissible during the succeeding seven days unless succh 
instrumentaticn is sooner made operable.  

(3) !f the require--en's of notes (1) and (2) cannot be met, and if one 
of the indications cannot be restored in (6) hours, an orderly 
shutdown shall be ini-iated and the reactor shall be in a cold 
condiziom wi:hin 24 hours.  

(4) These srveillance instu-•ents are considered to be redundant 
to each other.  

(5) From and after the date that both the acoustic monitor and the 
temperature indication on any one valve fails to indicate in the 
control room, continued operation is permissiBle during the succeeding 
thirty days, unless one of the two monitoring channels is sooner made 
operable. if both the primary and secondary indication on any SRV tail 
pipe is inoperable, the torus temperature will be monitored at least 
once per shift to observe any unexplained temperature increase which 
might be indicative of an open SRV.  

8Q.
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,._lilTING CONDITJONS FOR O(\T2OE 

3.3. A REACTIVITY CONTROLS 

c. Control rods with scraa 
times greater than those 

permitted by Specifica
tion 3.3.C.3 are inoper

able, but if they can be 

inserted with control rod 
drive pressure they need 
not be disarmed electrl
cally.

SURVZILL•NCZ KEqUtRU.-tNTS

4.3.)

d. Control rods with a failad 
"Full-in" or "Full-out" 
position switch may be by

passed in the Rod Sequence 

Control Sy~ten and consi
dered operable if the actual 

rod position is knoun. These 

rods must be moved in sequence 
to their correc po3itions 

(full in on insertion or full 

out on withdrawal).  

e. Control rods with inoperable 
accumulators or those whose 
position cansot be poaitively 
determined shall be consi
dered inoperable.  

f. Inoperable control rod3 shall 

be positioned such that Speci

fication 3.3.A.1 is =et. In 

addition, during reactor po.er 

operation, no m•ore than one 
control rod in any 5 x 5 arrayI 
may be inoperable (at least 

4 operable control rods must 
separate any 2 inoperable 
ones). If chi& Specifica
tion cannot be =et the reac

tor shall not be started, or 
if at power, the reactor 
shall be brought to a shut
down condition within 24 hours 

B. Control Rods 

.. Each control rod shall be 
coupled to its drive or 

completely inserted and the

121

R.-cT:IITMY CONTROLS 

b. A second lkiensed operator 
shall verif7 the confor
mance to Specification 
3.3.A.2.d before a rod May 
be bypassed in the Rod 
Sequence Control Sys7-a.  

c. Ihen it is initially deter
mined that a con:rol rc! ii 

incapable c-7 nor'al irscrz---o\ 
an attemot to fully inscrz 
the control rod shall be 

maae. If tho control rcd 

cannot be fully inscr:cd,- z 
shutdow•n marain tcst s*-:! 
be made to dcrmonrstratc 
this condition tha: -hec 

can be made hcii'n, re
any reactivity zonditicn 
during the renninder ofPh 

operating cycle with the 
analytica~lly deternined, 

highest worth control rod 
capable of -:ithdrnt:al, f-.Lll 

withdrawn, and .Il other 
control rods capable oF 

insertion fully ins:rtcd

d. The control rod accumulators 
shall be deterined operable 
at least once per 7 days by 
verifying thae the pressure 

and level dececcor; are not ix 

the alarmed condition.  

B. Control 7oc&.  

1. The c=u;ll.nS intag-ity shall bz 
verified for each --wthdrawn con

trol rod 3s follcvs:

JAN 1 0 7



I.MITINC CONnTWTIONS FOR OPERATION SURVETILAkNCE REQUIREt-I.4rTS

3 Control Rods

control. rod directional 
concrol valves disarned 
electrically. This require
t ent does not apply in the 
refuel condition when the 
reactor is vented. Two con
trol rod drives may be removed 
as long as Specification 
3.3.A.1 is met.  

2. The control rod drive 
housing support sysce-- shall 
be in place during reactor 
power operation or when the 
reactor coolant system is 
pressurized above at=oapheric 
Pressure with fuel in the reac
tor vessel, unless all control 
rods arc fully inserted and 
Specification 3.3.A.1 is met.  

3. a. Whenever the reactor is in 
the stArtup or run modes 
below ZC% rated power the 
Rod Sequence Control System 
(RSCS) shall be operable 

except the RSCS constraints 
may be suspended by means of 
the individual rod bypass 
switches for 
1 - special criticality 

tests, or 
2 - control rod scram timing 
oer 4.3.C.I.  
"When RSCS is bypassed on 
individual rods for these 
exceptions RWM must be oper
able per 3.3.B.3.c and a 
second licensed operator 
may not be used in lieu of 
RWM.

4.3.B Control Rods 

a. Verify that the control rod 
is following the drive by 
observing a response in the 
nuclear iastrumentation each 
time a rod is moved when 
the r.eactor is operating 
above the pre-set power 
level of the RSCS.  

b. When the rod is f£ll7 with
drawn the first time after 
each refueling Outage or 
after maintenance, observe 
that the drive does not go 
to the overrravel position.  

2. The control rod drive housing 
support systen shall be inspected 
after reaasembly and the results 
of the Inspection recorded.  

3.a. Prior to the start of control 
rod withdrawal at startup the cap
ability of the Rod Sequence System 
(RSCS) to properly fulfill its functions 
shall be verified by the following 

Sequence portion - Select a sequence 
and attempt to withdraw a rod in the 
remaining sequences. Move one rod 
in a sequence and select the remain
ing sequences and attempt to move 
i rod in each. Repeat for all 
3equences.  

,roup notch portion - For each of the 
six comparator circuits go through 
test initiate: comparator inhibit; 
verify: reset. ' q-em4-l At-rmnt 
test is allowed to continue until 
completion is indicated by 
illumination of test complete light.
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T.!PITING CONDiTTONS FOR OPFA.ATTON ,UJVE. .,AN(:I' I..I. I. .l', .

1.3.11 Control Rods 

b. During the shutdown procedure 

no rod movement is permitted 

between the testing performed 

above 20% power and the rein

statement of the RSCS re

straints at or above 20% 

power. Alignment of rod 

groups shall be accomplished 
prior to performing the tests.

c. Mhenever the reactor is 
in the startup or run modes 
below 20% rated power the 

Rod Worth Minimizer shall be 

operable A second licensed 

operator may verify that 

the operator at the reactor 

console is following the 

control rod program in lieu 
of RWM except as specified 

in 3.3,B.B.a-

d. Tf Specification-s 3.3.B.3.a 
through .c cannot he met the 

reactor shall not be started, 
or If the reactor s i n the 

rua or ,,tartup modes at l5ss 

than 20% rated power, it 
shall be brought to a shut

down condition immediately.

Amendment No. 76
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4.3.B Control Rods 

b. Prior to attaining 20% rated power 
during rod insertion at shutdown the 

tests in 4.3.B.3.a shall be performed 

to verify RSCS capability.  

c. The capability of the Rod Worth 

Minimizer (RWM) shall be verified 

by the following checks: 

1. The correctness of the 

control rod withdrawal 
seq-uence input to the 
RW. computer shall be 
verified before reactor 
startup or shutdown.  

2. The Rwm computer on line 

diagnostic test shall be 

successfully performed.  

3. Prior to startup, proper 

annunciation of the selec
tion error of at least one 
out-of-sequence control rod 
shall be verified.  

4. Prior to startup, the rod 

block function of the RTOI 
shall be verified by movinR 
an out-of-sequence control 
rod.  

5. Prior to obtaining 20% rated 
power during rod insertion 

at shutdown, verify the 
latching of the proper rod 
group and proper annunciation 
after insert errors.  

d. 'when the RWM is not operable 

a second licensed operator will 

verify that the correct rod 

program is followed except as 

specified in 3.3.B.3.a.  
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3.J3 Cootrl Rods

: !nserted From 
?iully Vlthdraw 

20 
s0 
90

Awt, Scram Inser
tion "Itnes (sece 

0.375 
0.90 
2.0 
3. 500
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4.1.9 Control Rods

4. C-mtrol rods shall not be 
wjthdrain for startup or 
refueling unless At leCA 
tu sourco canze channels 
Jave an ob~erved count rate 
eqeLMI to or Xreater than 
thres cou~nts per aecond.  

5. .During. operation with 

limiting control rod pat
tarns, as deternined by the 

designated qualified person
mel, either: 

s. toth PRM channels shall 
be eperable: 

b. Control. rod withdrawal 
shall be blocked.  

C. Scram nserrt-on Times 

1. Teh average scram Insertion 
tim•, based on the desnergi
zation of the scram pilot valve 
solenotds at time zero, of all 

operable control rodi in the 
reactor power operation condi
ti*e shall be no greater than:

Amendment No. 76
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*.. ?rror to c~trol rod wiLthdrawal 
for atartup or during refuelin., 
verify that At leasc two source 

range channels have in obsetved.  
count rate of at ltasc three 
counts per second.  

5. When a liumti$g control rod 
pat•ern exists, an instru.eat 
functional test of the U3t 
shall be perfor-ed prior to 
vithdra-is of the desigoated 

rod (a) and at least once per 
24 hours tereefter.  

C. Scram insertion Times 

l.After each refueling outage all 
operable rods shall be scram time 

tested from the fully withdr yin 

position with the nuclear system 

pressure above 0oo psig 
This 

testing shall be completed prior to 

exceeding-40% power. Belov 20Z 

power', only rods in those sequences 

(A 1 2 and A 3 4 or 312 and B ) which 
were fully withdrawn in ti region 

from 100% rod density to 50% rod 
density shall be scram time tested.  

The sequence restraints imposed upon 

the control rods in the 100-50 

percent rod density groups to the 

preset power level may be removed 
by use of the individual bypass 

switches associated with those 

control rods which are fully or 

partially withdrawn and are not 

within the 100-50 percent rod density 

groups. In order to bypass a rod, 

the actual rod axial position must bt 

known; and the rod must be in the 

correct in-sequence position. As 

required by 3.3.B.3.a a second licensed 

operator may not he used in lieu of RWM 
for this testing.



3 .3/4.3 UASESS 

3e The Rod Worth 111nimizer (P.-4) and the Rod Sequence Control 
SYstez, (R.SCS) re::.tri&,t withidr.aa!s aind Inncrtionn of control 
rods to pre-iupecLfltd nelucncon. All patterns asocinte'd wi.'t.  
these cerquencL's hasvc tilt: cisa.racter 1!-t Ic thait .an~uuslnr, the 
worst single deviation from the sequunce, the drop of anry 
control. rod from the fully inserted position to the position 
of the control rod drive would not cause the reactor' to i.ustain 
a power excursion resulting inl any pellet average enthalpy' in 
.excess of 280 calories per gram. An enthalpy of 280 calories 
per gram is well below the level, at which rapid fuel dispersal 
cou~ld occur (i.e.', 425 calories per gram.). Primary system 
damage in this accident is not possible unless a significant 
amount of fuel is rapidly dispersed. Ref. Sections 3.6.6.  
7.7.A, 7.16.5.3, and 14.6.2 of the FSAR and HTDO-105O27 and 
supplements thereto.  

Zn performinS the fdncticn described above, the n'K an~d PSCS are.  
note required to in.pose any restrictions at core power levels 
In excess of 20 percent ýf rated. tiaterial in the cited refe:c"t 
shows that it. is impossible to reach 280 calories per grz= in th.  
event of a control rod drop occurring it power greater tnan 2 *C 
.percent, regardless of the ro-d pattern. This is true for all 
normal. and abnormal patterns ineluiing those which maximize 
Individual control rod worth.  

At power levels below '20 percent of rated. abnormal control 
rod patterns could produce rod v.orths high enough to be of 
concern ralative to th~e 280 caloric per gr=r Tcd drop limi:.  
Th this ranr.e the HIN and the RSCS constrain the control -.,d 
sequktnce3 ;asd patterna to those whi.zh involve only "accmpcable 
rod worths.  

The Rod Worcth Minimizer and the -Pod Sequence Control S". tenm 
provide automatic supervision to assure that out of seqmenre 
control rods v'ill not be withdrauwn or imserted; i.e., i: lirnitz; 
operatcr dcviations frrom planned withd:aval sequences. Ref.  
Section 7.16.5.3 of the FSAR.. rhey scrve as a backup to procvdLuv
control of control rod se'q-ences, which lim~it the =aximun reacti

Ivity worth of control rods. Except during specified exceptions, 
when the Rod Worth Minimizer is out of service a second licensed 
operator can manu~lly rulfill the control rod pattern con
formance functions of this system. Ta this case, the RSCS is backed 
up by, independent-procedural controls to assure conformance.  

I B ecause it is allowable to bypass certain rods in the 
RSCS- during specified testing below 20 percent of 
ratted power in the startup or run modes, a second 
licensed operator is not an acceptable substitute 
for the RWM during this testing.
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The functions of the RM1i and RSCS make it unnecessary to 

specify .% license li inx on rod worth to preclude unacceptable 
consequences in the event oC a coiitrol rod drop. Ac low 
powers, below 20 perccnc, these devices force adherence 

to acceptable rod pactern•s. Above 20 percent of rated power, 
no constraint on rod pactern is rcruirc'1 to assure that rod 

drop accident consequences are acceptable. Control rod 

pattern constraints above 20 percent of rated power are 

imposed by power distribu:ion requirements, as defined in 

Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.J, 4.5.1, and 4.5.J of these technical 

specifications. ?ower level for automatic bypass of the 

RSCS function issensed by first stage turbine pressure.  

4, The Source Range Mooitor (SR"t) ;ysLCI performs no aucomatic 
safety system function; i.e., it has no scram functio'n It 
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Joi prnv',le t•e np:razor i1'h a vY13ua! Itid!Catioo of ntU

t:on !:-oel. The co,3qt-%ceA u! re-,-tIvit- jccid:nts at'.  

(unctionn of the Iritl'.1 11-J4t1'l. The rofu~rt.'.Cco 

at 1le.-I 3 count., p'?r nectinj tansurej that ate trer.:vnit, 

sh.1Ould It ocrur, jtu.? i tiL ur Ihove -. h: ItaI I ti vahle nf 

10- A of ro~teti jsrvjr i..!d Int of fle /ranItt~ l'Ctant5 ~runi 
co_'d uaitetion. Onia otrablo '-?JI chinneel~ verald he adtjuscc 

to fawnitOt tht ZPPrOAlII tr, c:It!CA11t7 %;sný ho* rncouv 

pattctna of scatter:d cun'rol rid 'v!:h1:zvAl. A zIn-nu.  

o! two operible SMI's are providzd Is An edded conre7-'ULiL.m.  

5. Tht Rcd block Hoar•tor (IMX) is des';.ed to auo=-itt- tcaliy 

prdvent fuel danAe 1h tht event. of er.-ron~cus rod "i:hd:a,'aa.  

frnr location;a i hi;h cower dean7it*/ durin.7, hLgh po-.;r lev:el 

operation. T'ao channels are provided. ,tod one o! thesem ay 

be bypassed froc the console tor r.1±n:enancz And/or :esring.  

Tripping of one o( th: chernn.Is vill b•ock erroreous rod 

vithdra'lai soon cnaush to prevent .ual dn=.ie. The :peci

(Led restrictions with 6nq channel cut of rervice coniervs

tivtly ajozu- that fuel doiaqc vwill not occur due to rod 

vwthdrswa! :-.ror3 when this cond!t-on. exis:s.  

A limiting control rod pattern is a pattern which r-tU1Ltr 

in the core being on a thermal hydraulic linit, ( ie, 

I MCPR given by Soec. 3. .K or LHCR of 13.4 kw/ft.  
During use of such patterns, it is 

Judged that testing of the RB1I system prior to wit).

drawal of such rods to assure its operability will 

Assure that improper withdrawal, does not occur.  

It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear 

Engineer to identify these limiting patterns and 

the designated rods either when the patterns are 

initially established or as they develop due to the 

occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than 

limiting patterns. Other personnel qua'lified to per

form these functions may be designated by the plant 

superintendent to perform these functions.  

Scram Insertion Times 

The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor 

subcritical at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage-: 

ic, to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than 1.07. The 

limiting power transient is given in Reference 1. Analysi.& 

of this transient shows that the negative reactivity rLes 

resulting from the scram with the average response of all 

the drives as given in the above specification provide the 

require• protection, and HCPR remaini greater than 1.07.  

On an carly BWR, some degradation df control rod scra= 

plurforr;inre o'Ccured during plant startup and was detcrained 

t, he run l .,' I,)"
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PArt tIcuate material (proýebly eansvruct~on Jebrix) Pi~n r Interhal Control rod drive filter. The design of the prAI Control rod drive (x(odel 7RLB144~3) Is gro'sly Improved by Lý, relocacion of the Nlter to A 10Atc cuCt ofte scraz'drv~e Path: t-e.,- It tan no longer incerfere with~ scritrt pafi,ý-n even if CcoiPlet*.W blo~cked.  

The degrAded Perfoi-,qance of C'he or±I.inAl drive C.UA under dirty operating conditions and the Insens31 v1.Cy or the rede-lAned drive (URn4&) habeen deh~onttrz.-. by a seris of engineerring tept un~der oimuated rerctor condttions. The successaful perfonmaict: of the n-'w driv,z L~~ actuud operating conditions, has alao b'-en dem rnttiaed by cona'stently Rood in-g1ervIce ttbC re1su~t,. ror pliiato uijt,.,r ' h new IrIve and m~Ay be interred fr-r pla',tj uijjný: t!.tp old.-i r^4P iJriy v with a *modiffied (lre screen si z e InLý.1-.J1 filitCr i:h1ch In I-#@ pru.ne to plugging. Data hafi been d~,n~ by iIti-reports In various opersei:-, plis Thcrr inclu.ic Oyster Creek, Mionticello, Dresden 2 anJ Dre~dLr. 3, Ap P 7 Lz t e .y 3000 drive tears hAve bsen recorded to date.  
T'olloving identification of the "pluCgtd filter" problen, %%-Ty frequent scram testj were neceoz~y to ensure prcorer perfc-.Ar.ce.  Howvever, the more frequeat scram tests are no c ni~idcrc tzrIly Unne ces~ary and t~nvise for the Ealolvin; rea~ori~v: 
1. Erratic scrar, perforzaiice ha, been identiflc as du,- Lo ar obstructed drive !ilrer in type "A" driver.. The drivzr Ji M~? are of the ney "B" type design wJhose ;Cerc. prrn-t-c to unaffected by filter condition.  
2. The dirt load Is primarily released during startup of the reactor when the reactor and its sysre-as rnre first 2¶Jhjeced~ to flowe and. presn-ire and thernAl strt~sses. Special Attentioni and Meat-ues itre now being taken to *3nurte ltsner sy5termi. Revctor4 with drives Identit~al or &.4a.le1r (shorter 4troke, smal~ler pi-scon areas) have operated through. many refueliLng cyrles with. no sudden or erratic changes In scram Perfor-tance. This preoperati~onal anid -corup testInG ic 

'.uff.Lctent Co detect anozalous drive perfar-u.nee.  
3. he 7?-hour nucage limit which initiated the start of the .requenr serz.n refirn; Litsarbi'ýrary, havirt-, no logical be-sis 2ther than quantifying & .$major outage" wdhich might reasons-.  bly be cAused boy an event so severe as to pocalboly affect drive perform~nce. Thi requireftent is unjilse because It provides an Incentive for shortcut actions to hasten eo rii 

*,an line" to avoid the eddi±ione.1 testing due a 72-hcur outage.
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3.5 CORE AND CONTAINMENT COOL14G 

SYSTE.1S 

Applicability 

Applies to the operational 
status of the core and contain

m•nt cooling systems.  

Obiective 

To &*sure the operabillty of 
the core and containment cooling 
ystemli under all conditions for 

which this cooling capability is 
an essential response to plant 
abnormalities.  

SAecificAtion 

A. Core SpraX System (CSS)

1. The CSS shall be opera
ble: 

(1) prior to reactor 
startup from a 
cold condition., or 

(2) when there is irra
diated fuel in the 
vessel and when the 
reactor vemse. pres
sure is ;reater than 
atmospheric pressure 
except as epecified 

Ln specification S 3.5.A.2.

4.5 CORE AND CONTAINK COOL•ING 
SYSTEMS 

App• icability 

Applies to the surveillance 

requirements of the earn and 
containment cooling syst" sWhen 

the corresponding 1liiti5 condi

tiod for operatic6 L In affect.  

Obect ive 

To verify the operAbility of the 

core and containment coolin5 
systems under all conditiocts for 
which this cooling capability is 

an essantial response to plant 
abnormalities.  

Specification 

A. Core Spray System (CSS)

/

1. Core Spray System TestinX.

Item 

a. Simuited 
Automatic 
Actuation 
teat

Trequency 

Once/ 
Operating 
Cycle

b. Pump Opera- Once/ 
bility o rt th 

c. Motor Once/ 
Operated month 
Valve 
Operability 

d. System flow Oncs/3 
rats: Each months 
loop shall 
deliver at 
least 6250 
gpm against 
a system 
head corres
ponding to a

143
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L.-T'.C-G CONDITIONS MOR OFMATION 
3.S.A Core Sor4y -.ystem (CSS) 

2. It dtle rSS loop i inopera
ble, the reactor may remain 
in operation for a period 
not to exceed 7 days provi
ding all active components 
in the other CSS loop and the 
RHR system (LPCI mode) and the 
diesel genarators are operable.  

3. :t specific;tion 3.5.A.1 
or specification 3.5.A.2 
cannot be met, the reactor 
ahall be shutdc-vn in the 
Cold Condition within 24 
hours.  

i. When the reactor vessel 
pressure is atmoopherlc 
And irradiated fuel is in 
the reactor vessel at 
least one core spray loop 
with one operable pump and 
associAted diesel generator 
shall be opernble, except 
vith the reactor vessel 
head removed as specified 
in 3.5.A.5 or prior to reactor 
startup as specified in 3.5.A.l.  

5. When irradiated fuel is in the 
reactor vessel and the reactor 
vessel head is removed, core spray 
is not required provided ocrk 
is not in progress vhich has 
the potentia.1 to zrain the 
vessel, provided the nuel 
pool gates axe open and the 
fuel pool is naintained above 
the low level alar- poizt, 
-and provided one .1?-SW -:;u=P 
and associated valves surolying 
the standby cool!nt supply _e 
operable.

4. 5.A Core Spray System (CSS)

105 psi dif
ferential 
pressure 
between the 

reactor ves
sel and the 
primAry con

tainmtnt.
e. Check Valve Once/ 

Operating 
Cycle 

2. When it is determined that one core spray loop is inoperable, 
at a time when operability is 
required, the other core spray 
loop, the RHRS (LPCI mode), and the diesel generators shall be demonstrated to be operable 
Immediately. The operable core spray loop shall be demonstrated 
to be operable daily thereafter.
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3.5.A XPOIJu4l Rent RcmovAl Svtevm 

(RHAS) (LPCt and ContasnzenC 

1. The RIIRS shall be operable: 

(1) prior to a reactor 

startup (ron a Cold 
Condition; or 

(2) when there is irra

di•ted fuel in the 

reactor vesase and when 

the reactor vessel pres
sure is 7rezter than 

acmompheric, except As 

apecified In specifica
tion.. throuh

2. with tl,. reoctrr vemael pres

sure lesa than 105 pJKi, the 
.UHRS may he revt-oved from ser
vice (except that r'en RHR pumps
containmrtnZ coolin;,•ode and 
a9nociateS heat exchsn~srs must 

remain oterst,1c) for a period 
not to exceed 24 hours while 

being drained of suppression 
chamber qualit7 vater and 
•filled vith primary coolant 
quality water provided that 
during cooldor. Vico locps vl.th 

one pump per loop or one loop -with 
two pumps, and associaced diesel 
generators, in the core spray syste 
are operable.

3. If one 7It2t pump (L?fi node) 
Jo inoperable, the renctor 

may remain Ln lperAtiOn for 
period no( co exceed 7 days 

provided the re-%.aining "J4R 

puQpA (LPCI mode) and both 

nccCeA pOhCt of Zhe RMRS 
(,CT mode)'and zhe CSS and 
the dlevel aentrators remaln 
operable.

4.5.3 Residual HeAt Removal Syice
(RMS) (LPCI and Cont&,a=enc 

-coling) 

a a. Simulated Oncel 
Autozatic OpetratinA 
Actuation Cycle 
Test 

b. PFtap Opera- C~e 
bility =nth 

c, Motor Opera- O-caI 
ted valve =nth 
operability 

d. Pump Tlov Raia oCnce/ 
=ntho 

e. Test Check Valve Once/ 
O0erAt Ing; 

Cycle 

Each LPCI pump shall deliver 9000 
gpm against an indicated system 
pressure of 125 psig. Two LPCI pumps 
in the same loop shall deliver 
15,000 gpm against an indicated 
system pressure of 200 psig.  

2. An air teast n the dr -'.ell t.r,• 
torus headers and r.o::1eA chi.ll 

be conOt ucted once/5 ye-.9 1.  
water test nay be pc;'•m•d on 

the torus header in 1leu of 0h% 

air tett.  

3. When it is determined that one RHR 

pump (LPCI mode) is inoper:iblc at a 
time when operability is required, 
the remaining RIR pumps (LlC] mode) 
and active components in both :iccs.S.  
paths of the RHRS (LPC] mode) and 
the CSS and the dicsel g.cner, c'rs 
shall he demonstrated to be opera
blo immediately and daily 
thereaf ter.
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LIAITIN• CCNfltTIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEIU.AN1E ='QUIRL'KNTS 

3.5.F Reactor Core isolation Cooling 4.5.F Reactor Core Isolation Ciolig 

2. If the RCICS is inoperable, Z. When it is deter.mined chat the 

the reactor may remain in RCICS is inoperable, the U.CIS 

operation for a period not shall be demonstrated to be 

to exceed 7 days if the operable immediately.  

HPCIS is operable during 

such time.  

3. If specifirations 3.5.F.1 
or 3.5.17.2 arc: not met, an 

orderly shitrdo'-rn shall be 

initiated and thu reactor 
shall be dupressurizeed to 

less than 122 psig *within 
24 hours.  

.G. Automatic Dcressuriza tion G. Automatic Depressurization 

System tADS) Systema (ADS) 

1. Four of thr. six valves of 1. During each operating :yclE 

the AutnmnaLic Depr'ssuri- the following tests shall be 

zation System shall be performed on the ADS: 

operable: a. A simulated auto:iacic 

(1) prior to a startup actuation test shall b= 

from a Cold Condition, performed prior to scar:l:;p 

or, 
after each refueling ou.
age. Manual surveillance 

(2) whenever there Ls irra- of the relief valves is 

dhited fuel li the reactor covered, in 4.6.D.2.  

vessel and the xeactor 

vessel prs;su1re is greater 

than 105 priug, except as 
6pecified in 3.5.G.2 and 

3.5.G.3 below. 2. When it is determined cta" .:..zrc 
than two of the ADS val'.,cs .a." 

2. If thrce of the .sIx ADS valves incapabLe of aucomaticm.  

are known to be iraPAble of the MICIS shall be demonstra-ei 

automatic ')prrarfon." the to b,- operable ediatiy a:d 

reactor ;li.v remain in opera- daily thereafter as lcnZ as 

tion for , pvriod not to Specification 3.5.G.2 applics.  

er,:ced 7 dnys, prov;dd the 

HLICl system is operable.  
(Noto Lhat the prL,::..';rC 
re l (ef tii,,.ir., OLf 01C50 
valves is as.ured by 

section 3.6.1) of tche.  
sp.iclfiratL inns mnd rhnr this 
spet," l it-nt-ion only al.pp iei 

to the ADS fuoc t i on. ) If more 

than Lhirne of the six ADS 
valves nrc kno.(tL' t b• ' incp

able to of tt.~np'.t~l 

an Inwi-ei.-ito o,rdce-ly shrutdown 

shall b.. LnLrijtd. "irh the 157 

raactnr In a hot sh ca,-d,,;i con

dition LiE h6tur l i nd in a cold 

shuLtdo'n condition in the 
following 18 hours.

Amendmejit No. 59 
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.5.C Automatic Depressurization
System

-E

3. If specifications 
3.5.G.1 and 3.5.G.2 
cannot be met, an 
orderly shutdown will 
be initiated and the 
reactor vessel 
pressure shall be 
reduced to 105 psig 
or less within 24 
hours.  

H. Maintenance of Filled 
Discharge Pipe 

Whenever the core spray 
systems, LPCI, HPCI, or 
RCIC are required to be 
operable, the discharge 
piping from the pump 
discharge of these systems 
to the last block valve 
shall be filled.  

The suction of the RCIC and HPCI pumps 
shall be aligned to the condensate 
storage tank, and the pressure suppres
sion cha-'ber head tank shall normally 
be aligned to serve the discharge piping 
of the ?.iR and CS pumps. The condensate 
head tank may be used to serve the RER 
and CS discharge piDin- the ?SC head 
tank is unavailable. The pressure 
indicators on the discharge of the RHR and CS pumps shall indicate not less 

than listed below.  
P!-75-20 48 psig 
P!-75-ý3 48 psig 
P?-74-51 48 psig 
?P-74-65 48 psig

Amendment No. 76

4.5.C Automatic Depressurization 
System 

H. Maintenance of Filled 
Discharge Pipe 

The following surveillance 
requirements shall be 
adhered to assure that the 
discharge pipinq of the 
core spray systems, LPCI, 
HPCI, and RCIC are filled: 

I. Every month prior to the testing 
of the RIIRS (LPCI and Containment 
Spray) and core spray system, the 
discharge piping of these systems 
shall be vented from the high point 
and water flow determined.  

2. Following any period where the LC: 
or core spray systems have not been 
required to be operable, the dis
charge piping of the inoperable sys
tem shall be vented from the high 
point prior to the return of the 
system to service.  

3. Mnenever the HPCI or RC7C system is 
lined up to take suction frcm the 
condensate storage tank, the dis
charge piping of the HPCI and RCIC 
shall be vented from the high point 
of the system and water flow observ•-: 
on a monthly basis.  

4. Then the RHRS and the CSS are re
quired to be operable, the pressure 
indicators which monitor the dis
charge lines shall be monitored 
daily and the pressure recorded.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE�NTS

3.5.1 Average Planar Linear Heat Generation 
Rate 
During steady state power operation, the 
Maximum Average Planar Heat Generation 
Rate (MAPHGR) for each type of fuel as 
a function of average planar exposure 
shall not exceed the limiting value 
shown in Tables 3.5.1-1 through 3.5.1-5.  
If at any time during steady state 
operation it is determined by normal.  
surveillance that the limiting value for 
APLHGR is being exceeded, action shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes to restore 
operation to within the prescribed 
limits. If the APLHGR is not returned 
to within the prescribed limits within 
,two (2) hours, the reactor shall be 
brought to the Cold Shutdown condition 
within 36 hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall continue 
until reactor operation is within the 
prescribed limits.  

J. Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR) 
During steady state power operation, the 
linear heat generation rate (LHGR) of 
any rod in any fuel assembly at any 
axial location shall not exceed 
13.4 Kw/ft.  
Tf at any time during steady state 
operatfon it is determined by normal 
surveillance that the limiting value for 
LHGR is being exceeded, action shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes to restore 
operation to within the prescribed limits, 
if the LHGR is not returned to within 
the prescribed limits within two (2) 
hours, the reactor shall be brought to 
the Cold Shutdown condition within 36 
hours. Surveillance and corresponding 
action shall continue until reactor oper
ation is within the prescribed limits.

4.5.1

J.

Maximum Average Planar Linear.Heat
Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) 
The MAPLHGR for each type of fuel as a 
function of average planar exposure 
shall be determined daily during 
reactor operation at a 25% rated 
thermal power.

Linear Heat Genfration Rate (LHGR)
The LEGR for 8x8, 8x8R, and P8x8R fuea 
shall be checked daily during reactor 
operation at 125% rated thermal power,

Amendment No. 76
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L".TI.,G ', COND•TIONS FCR OPEP.ŽTIO'
_____________________________________________________________________________________ -2'-..' .t,.U'..,KL. � t;�.Z.., IS)

3.5.K Minimum Critical Power Ratio

The minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) 
as a function of scram time and core 
flow, shall be equal to or greater than 
shown in Figure 3.5.K-I multiplied by 
the .• shown in Figure 3.5.2, where:

av e -5B 
T" A- 7B

"whichever is 
greater

"A=0.90 sec ý •-ecification 3.3.C. scram 
time limit to 20', insertion f-cm

'T17 3 :. 71 0 ÷ .6 5  N7 

sv L 

,-r;ave = =

(0.053) Def D5j

n : number of surveillance rod tests 
oerformed to date in cycle (includ.ng 
-OC test'.  

7i= Scram time to 20% insertion from 
fully wi"thdrawn-_. of the ith rod.  

t tota- runte- of active rods measure, 
on oec:totio 2..C. at 3OC 

at any time "uzrIng stead'y state 
ocert to t4 s determined- t normal 

surveaethat t i mi'-i-r -- aue for 
Y... is being exceeded. action s ... te 
initiate4 within 25 minutes to restore 
operation t: within the prescrited 

4 -105 -'S the steady sta••e '-,M!C? iS 
reýurned to withim the prescribed limits 
"within two `2) hours, the reactor shall 
boe tcu.g'h. tto tne Cold Shutdown 
con.dtin wiin. 3 hours, surveillance 

ar corre.scondin-, action~shail contonue 
unt il reactor o 'n Is "witrin the 
orescribed limits.  
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4.5.K. Minimum Critical Power 
Ratio (MCPR) 

1. MCPR shall be determined daily during 
reactor power operation at>25% rated tharmal power and following any 

change in 7ower level Qr distribution 
that would cause operation with a 
limiting control rod pattern as 
described in the bases for 
Specification 3.3.  

2. The MCPR limit shall be determined 
for each fuel type 8X8, 8XS, P3X6?, 
from figure 3.5.K-1 respectively 
using: 

a. 0.0 prior to initial scram 
time measurements for the cycle, 
performed in accordance with specification •.3.C.  

b. 'ras defined in scecification 
3.5.K following the conclusion of 
each scram time surveillance test 
required by sceci'fi--_s -".-.C.1 
and 4.3.C.2.  

The determination of the limit 
must bDe completed within 72 hours 
of each scram time surveillance 
required by specification a.3.C.

CT-nj7-,TT - 'T I -,, 7, -
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Limitin~ Cnditions~ for Oneration Surveillance Requirements

3.5 Core and Containment Cooling Systems

L. APRM SetDoints 

1. *Whenever the core thermal 
power is> 25% of rated, the 
ration ofFRP/CMFLPD shall be 

> 1.0, or the APRM scram and 
rod block setpoint equations 
listed in sections 2.1.A and 
2.1.B shall be multiplied by 
FRP/C`MFLPD as follows: 

s< (0.66W + 54%) FRP 
-MFLPD 

S R (0.66 + 42%) (FRP- ) 
RB-ý CMFLPD 

2. When it is determined, that 
3.5.L.1 is not being met, 
6 hours is allowed to correct 
the condition.  

3. If 3.5.L.1 and 3.5.L.2 cannot 
be met, the reactor power shall 
be reduced to < 25% of rated 
thermal power Within 4 hours.  

M. Reoorting Requirements

If any of the limiting values 
identified in Specifications 
3.5.1, J, K, or L.3 are ex
ceeded and the specified 
remedial action is taken, 
the event shall be logged 
and reported in a 30-day 
written report.

4. 5 Core and Containment
Cooling Systems

L. APRM Setooints 

FRP/CMFLPD shall 
be determined 
daily when the 
reactor is> 25% of 
rated thermal 
power.

160A
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3.5.J Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR)

This specification assures that the linear heat generation rate in any 

rod is less than the design linear heat generation if fuel pellet 

densification is postulated.  

The LHGR for 8x 8 , 8xMR, and P8x8R fuel shall be checked daily during 

reactor operation at _25% power to determine if fuel burnup, or control 

rod movement has caused changes in power distribution. For LHGR to be a 

limiting valu• below 25% rated thermal power, the, MTF would have to be 

greater than 10 which is precluded by a considerable margin when 

employing any permissible control rod pattern.  

3.5.K Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

At core thermal power levels less than or equal to 25%, the reactor will 

be operating at minimum recirculation pump speed and the moderator void 

content will be very small. For all designated control rod patterns 

which may be employed at this point, operating plant experience and 

thermal hydraulic analysis indicated that the resulting MCPR value is in 

excess of requirments by a considerable margin. With this low void 

content, any inadvertent core flow increase would only place operation in 

a more conservative mode relative to MCPR. The daily requirement for 

calculating MCPR above 25% rated thermal power is sufficient since power 

distribution shifts are very slow when there have not been significant 

power or control rod changes. The requirement for calculating MCPR when 

a limiting control rod pattern is approached ensures that MCPR will be 

known following a change in power or power shape (regardless of 

magnitude) that could place operation at a thermal limit.  

3.5.L APRM Setnoints 

The fuel cladding integrity safety limits of section 2.1 were based on a 

total peaking factor within design limits (FR/•&F•• 1.0). The ARM 

instruments must be adjusted to ensure that the core thermal limits are 

not exceeded in a.degraded situation when entry conditions are less 
conservative than design assumptions.  

3.5.M Reoorting Reauirements 

The LCO's associated with monitoring the fuel rod operating conditions 

are required to be met at all times, i.e., there is no allowable time in 

which the plant can knowingly exceed the limiting values for MAPLHGR, 

LHGR, and MCPR. It is a requirement, as stated in Apecification 3.5.1, 

J, and K, that if at any time during steady state power operation it is 

determined that the limiting values for MAPLHGR, LHGR, or MCPR are 

exceeded, action is then initiated to restore operation to within the 

prescribed limits. This action is initiated as soon as normal 
surveillance indicates that an operating limit has been reached. Each 

event involving steady state operation beyond a specified limit shall be 
reported within 30 days. It must be recognized that there is always an 
action which would return any of the parameters (MAPLHGR, LHGR, or MCR) 
to within prescribed limits, namely power reduction. Under most 
circumstances, this will not be the only alternative.  
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4.5 Core and Contaiumcnt Cooling Systems Skrvetlla..cz Frequencies 

The testing intervAl for the core and contAlnmenr .zjinA systems Is based 

on industry practice, quantitative reliability analysis. judgeMenL and 

practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully 

testable durin$ operatict. For example, in the case of the HPCI,. automatic 

initiation drtng power .operation would result in pumping cold water into 

the reactor vessel which is not desirable. Co=plate ADS testing during 

rower opcration causes an undesirable Io3 -of-coolAnt inventory. To increase 

the availability of the core and containnenc cooling Aystem, the components 

which m.ake up the system; i.e., instrumentation, pumps. valves, etc., are 

tested frcquen:ly. The pumps and motor operated in~ection valves are also 

tested etch ronth to assure their operability. A simulated auosw t=± actua

ticn test once each cycle co=blned with -nonthly test3s of the pimps and injec
tion valves ts deedel to be adequate testing of these systens.  

Mien co'¶toneuts And subsystems are out-of-service, overall core and contain
MCnt coolln0 P rejt1hillty is Maintained by dJConS:ratiný the operability of 

the remalnin; equipment. The debrec of operability to be demonstrated depends 

on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equlpment. For routine 
out-of-Aervicc periods caused by preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and 

vAlve operability checks will be perforcd co deronstratc operability of the 
remaining compenencs. However, if a failure. design deficiency, cause the 
outage, then the demonstration of operability should he thorough enough to 

asmure that a generic problem does not exist. For erample, if an out-of

service period was caused by failure of a pump to dcl .ver rated capacity 
due to a design dcf•ciency, the other pum;s of this type right be subjected 

to a flow race test in addition to the operability checks.  

Whenever a-CSCS system or loop is made inoperable because of a required 
text or calibration, the other CSCS systems or loops that are required to be 
operable xhall be considered operable if they are within the required surveil
lance test!ng frequency and there is no reason to susnect they are inopertblc.  

If the function, symtem, or loop under test or calibration is found inoperable 
or exceeds the trip Level aecting, the CO and the required surveillance 
testing for the system or loop zh4ll apply.  

Kedundant operable components Are subjectcd to increaced testing during equip
we-t ouc-of-^ervice tines. This adds further conservatism and increases 

assurance thAt adecuate cooling is available should the need arise.  

XaxjMu:M Averaze ?lanar LHCR, =4CR, and MC?? 

The ?.A2LJRC, LH07, and M-?R shall be checked daily to determine if fuel burnup, 

or control rod =oveoenc has caused chaznges in power distribuýtion. Since cham-te 
due to bur-up are slow, and om.y a few control rods are moved dally, a dail7 
check of pever distribution IS adequate.
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Table 3.5.1-1 

MAPLIIGR VERSUS AVERACE PLANAR EXPOSURE 
Fuel Type: 8DB274L 

Average Planar 
Exposure WAPLHGR 
(Ixfwdl ) (kWlft) 

200 11.2 

1,000 11.3 

5,000 11.9 

10,000 12.1 

15,000 12.2 

20,000 12.1 

25,ooo 11.6 

30,000 10.9 

35,000 9.9 

40,000 9.3 

Table 3.5.1-2 

MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 
Fuel Type: 8DB274H 

Average Planar 
Exposure MA2LHGR 
(x.•d / ) (kW/ft) 

200 1i1.1 

1,000 11.2 

5,000 11.8 

10,000 12.1 

15,000 12.2 

20,000 12.0 

25,000 11.5 

30,000 10.9 

35,000 10.0 

40,000 
9.3 
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Table 3.5.1-3 

MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 
Fuel Type: 8DRB265H 

Average Planar 
Exposure MAPLHGR 
"(MWd/t) ,(kW/ft) 

200 11.5 

1,000 11.6 

5,000 11.9 

10,000 12.1 

15,000 12.1 

20,000 11.9 

25,000 11.3 

30,000 10.7 

35,000 10.2 

40,000 9.6 

Table 3.5.1-4 

MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 
Fuel Type: RDRE265L and PSDRB265L 

Average Planar 
Exposure M-AP2LHGR 

200 11.6 

l,000 11.6 

5,000 12.1 

10,000 12.1 

15,000 12.1 

20,000 11.9 

25,000 11.3 

30,000 10.7 

35,000 10.2 

40,000 9-.6 
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Table 

MAPLHGR VERSUS

Exposure 
(MWd/t)

I

200 

1000 

5000 

10,000 

15,000 

20,000 

25,000 

30,000 

35,000 

40,000

3.5.1-5 

AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 
Fuel Type: P8DRB284L, 

GLTA-1, GLTA-2 

MAPLHGR 
(kW/ft) 

11.2 

11.3 

11.8 

12.0 

12.0 

11.8 

11.2 

10.8 

10.2 

9.5
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LLCMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPMUATION

I

3.6.C Cool.int Leakaye 

3. If the condition in I or 2 
above cannot be met, an orderly 
shutdovn shall be Initiated 
and the reactor shall be shut
down in the Cold Condition 
within 24 hours.  

D. Relief Valves 

1. When more than one relief 
valve or one or =ore safety 
valves are known to be 
failed, an orderly shutdown 
SbA.lJ be initiatad an4 t1e 
reactor depressuri:ed to 
less than 105 psig within 
24 hours.  

E. Jet PuMos 

1. Whenever the reactor is in the 
etartu or run modes, aljet 
pumps shall be operable. If 
it is deter7%.ncd that a jet 
purnp i inoperable. or If two 
or more jet pum7 flow Lnstru
ftent fcL"I.rea occur &nd can
not be correctad vithln 12 
hourn, an orderLy shutdovm 
shall be initited and the 
reactor shall be shutdown in 
the Cold Condition vithin 24 
h.ours.

4.6.C Coolant Leakate 

D, Relief Valves 

1. At least one safety valve .nd 
approximately one-hal! of all 
relief valves shall bc bench
checked or replaced vith a 
4ench-checked valve each opera
tina cycle. All 13 valves (2 
safety and 11 relief) will have 
been checked or replaced up--n 
the eozzletion of every second 
cycle.  

2. Once during each operatin
cycle, each relief valve.  
shall be manually opened 
until thermocouples and 
acoustic monitors downstream 
of the valve indicate 
steam is flowing from :he 
valve.  

3. The inte-,ricy of the relie'.  
safety valve bellows shall be 
continuously zontcored.  

4. At lea&t one relief valve sh~ll 
be disasscnblcd and !tCp td 
each operacin; cycle.  

E. Jet Pr"v•s 

1. Whenever there is rcclrcu-zl:Icn 
flow vith the reactor in the 
startup or run modes with 5c:h 
recirculation p 3s ru.-:in;, 

le: pump operzcbl:y :hall b.t 
checked dally by veri!ytng t•hat 
the following conditicn3 do no: 
occur simultaneously: 

a. The tVo rec.rcul.tion Ioc0s 
have a "low in Alanc, o! 
15Z or tore when :he pu=;s 
are operated at the s,-e 
speed.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPEI�ATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

3.6.E Jet Pumps 

3.6.F Recirculation Pump Operation 

i. The reactor shall not be 
operated with one recirculation 
loop out of service for more 
than 24 hours. With the reactor 

operating, if one recirculation 
loop is out of service, the 
plant shall be placed in a hot 

shutdown condition within 
24 hours unless the loop is 
sooner returned to service, 

2, Tolao;-ýr.& one Ptp Cp~rltaicn, 

the discharge v&lve of the low 
rpeed pp. =ay rzt be cpened 

-uL.cess the speed of the faster 

Slets than 5 o, its 
rated r'eei.

3. Steady state operatio- with both 
recirculation purros out of ser
vice for up to 12 hrs is per
rltted. During such interval 
restart of the recirculation 
prps is permitted, 'rovided the 

oop discharge temperature is 
ithin 750r of the saturation 

temperature of the reactor 
vessel water as dete-mined by 
dome pressure.  

C. Structurel Tente it' 

j. The structura1 £'e;trity of 

the prir-fA systm shall be

1. Re .culsarinf ?L=P ale,e3 *hall 
be checked 4s.d .10gltd at least 

,cnce per day.

C. Sevrccural InLr.r1rt 

1. T .Able f.6.A to gether v =it #uP

plcnentsr7 notes, speciLfes tbe

Amendment No. 76

LIMITING CON"DITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

T-h 1aidicated -alue 'Of tcar 
1low xate -,.ries from tbh 

value 4.eriwtrd f rv loop 
114' measurements by crt.  

than 101.  

'. The diffuttr to Io4ver Plru%= 
differeutial rttasurt read
Lng or, an idivi-duaL Jet 

p,,p vares from the --tA 

,or' ll e u A•r

ticl Wressuras by7 ,-re tlA 

20Z.  

2. •henevet there is recircul.t1`% 

flo~v v'1th th.e reactor 'in -h 

Startup or RLun' hode and one re
c -irc il ition P =P 11 optra zinr 

%-ith the equatizer valve closed, 

the diffucer to lcr-tr plenum 

4ifferencial Treasure shall be.  

Checked dzi11 and the dif1:ren

tial .rtezaure of a-n Indlvidual 

jet pu=p in a loop shal- not 

'var7 frr"' the =can off all let 
P=P 4:frere-tiil Tressurts i.  

th.t loop by sort than 10t.  

4.6.F Recirculation Pump Operation I



3.6/4.6 BASES: 

The basis for the equilibrium coolant iodine activity limit is a 
corputed dose to the thyroid of 36 rem at the exclusion distance during 

the 2-hour period following a steam line break. This dose is computed 

with the conservative assumption of a release of 140,000 lbs of coolant 

prior Lo closure of the isolation valves, and a X/Q value of 3.4 x 

10-4 Sec/r 3 .  

The maximum activity limit during a short term transient is established 

from consideration of a maximum iodine inhalation dose less than 300 rem.  

The probability of a steam line break accident coincident with an iodine 

concentration transient is significantly Iwcr than that of the accident 

alone, since operation of the reactor with iodine levels above the 

equilibrium value is limited to 5 perccnt of total operation.  

The sampling frequencies arc established in order to detect the 

occurrence of an iodine transient WMIch nay CxLeed the e;uilibrIum 

concentration limit, and LO assure th.L the maximum coolant iodine 

concentrations are not exceeded. AddiLionai sampling is required 

following power changes and off-gas transients, since present 

data indicate that the iodine peaking phenomenon is related to 

these e,'nts.  

3.6,C/4.6.C CoolAnt I.eAkage 

Allowable leakcgc rates of coolant from the reactor coolant system have been 

hassd on the predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in 

pipce and on the ability to makeup coolant system leakage in the event of 
losa of offalte A-c power. The normally expected background leakage due to 

equipment design and the detection capability for determining coolant sys

tem leakage' wore aloo considered in eosablishLng the limits. The behavior 

of cracks In piping nymtcmn has been experim•entally and analytically inves

tigAted a4 part of the USAZC sponsored Reactor Primary Coolant System 

Rupture Study (the Pipe Rupture Study). Work utilizing the data obtained in 

this study indicates that leakage from a crack can be detected before the 

craik grows Lo n dangerous or critical site by mecnanically or thermally 

induced cyclic loading, or stress corrosion cracking oV some other mechanism 

chnracterited by gradual crack growth. This evidence suggests that for leak

age somewhat greater than the limit specified for unidentified leakage, the 

probability is small that imperfections or cracks associated with such leak

age would grow rapidly. However, the establishment of allowable unidentLfLed 

leakage greater than that given in 3.6.C on the basis of the data presently 

available would he premature because of uncertainties associated vwih the 

data. For leakage of the order of 5 gpm, as aptcficd in 3.6.C, the experi

mental and analytical data sugget a reasonable margin of safety that such 

ioakaxe magnitude would not result from a crack approaching Vhe critical 

size for rapid propagation. Leak.age less than the magnitude specified can be
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3.6/4.6 BASES 

detected reasonably in a matter of few hours utilizing the 
available leakage detection schemes, and if the origin 
cannot be determined in a reasonably short time, the unit 
should be shut down to allow further investigation and 
corrective action.  

The total leakage rate consists of all leakage, identified 
and unidentified, which flows to the drywell floor drain 
and equipment drain sumps.  

The capacity of the drywell floor sump pump is 50 gpm and 
the capacity of the drywell equipment sump pump is also 50 gpm. Removal of 25 gpm from either of these sumps can be 
accomplished with considerable margin.  

REFERENCES 

1. Nuclear System Leakage Rate Limits (BFNP FSAR 
Subsection 4.10) 

3.6.D/4.6.D Relief Valves 

To meet the safety basis thirteen relief valves have been 
installed on the unit with a total capacity of 83.9% of 
nuclear boiler rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient, (3-second closure of all 
main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the direct 
scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel 
pressure which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed 
considering 12 valves operable, results in adequate margin 
to the code allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.  

To meet operational design, the analysis of the plant 
isolation transient (generator load reject with bypass 
valve failure to open) shows that 12 of the 13 relief 
valves limit peak system pressure to a value which is well 
below the allowed vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.  
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3.6/4.6 1A.S=:

txperience In re~lief valve opera,.ion shows that a testing of 

50 percent of the valves per Year is adequate to detect IA4-lures or 

deteriorations. 1hea relief valves are benchtested every 

second operating cycle to ensure that their set points are within the 

.61 percent tolerance. The relief valves are tested In place once per 

oerat~.ng cycle to establish that they will open~ and pass stezz.  

7he requirements established above apply when the nuclear tystem cAc b-e 

pretsurized above ambient conditions. Thlese rt~uirementj are applicable 

at nuclear system pressures below noorzal operacing pressures becausc.  

abnormal operationial transients could possibly scar: s: these conditions 

such that eventual ovet-pressure relief would bet needed. H~owever, these 

transients are much less severe, In terms of pressure, than those starting 

at rat~ed condi6tions. The valves need not be functional when the vessel 

head is rezoved, since the nuclear- system cannot be pressurized.  

RV7:MVNCZS 

1. Nuclear System Pressure Relief System (31lHP TFSA.R Subsection 4.4) 

2. Amendment ZZ in response to A=C question 4.2 of Decbeibr 6, 1971.  

3. "Protectionl Against Overpressu.re" (ASYT Boiler anid Pressure Vtxsel 

Code, Section III, Article 9) 

4. Brovns 7er-7 %4uclear ?1lant Dasirn Deficiazcy RAspaort--Tarttt PO-c' 
Stfety-Relilef Valves, transmitted by 3. !. Ilileland to r. E. Krues±, 
August 29, 1973.  

5. Generic 'Reload Fuel. Avolication, Licensing Topical1 Report, 
NIZOE-2.4011-?-A and Addenda.  

EZ/4.6.Z Jletc P1umnovs 

Failure of a Jet pum~p nozzle assembly holddown rnachanism, noztle air-wbly 

and/or -43er, would Increase the cross-iectionall flow area !or bloweown 

folovngthe design hasis double-ended lint btreak. Also, failure o! the 

diffusar would eliminate:the capabilicy to reflood :he core to two-thirds 

heigh: level following a rscirnulstizn lint brtak.. Therefore, if a failure 

occurreid, repairs must be sade.  

nhe detec:ion :echniq'ue is as follows. With the cvwo recirculation punmps 

balanced in speed :a wichin - 5 percent, :he flow rates in both reclzcula

tion loops will be verified 3y czntrol room nonitoring intin!5. 1 the 

-v flow rate values do not differ by more than 10 percent, rtser &and nozzle 

assembly incegricy has been verified.  
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If they do differ by 10 percent or more, the core flow rate measured by the 
Jet* Pump diffuser differenCiAl pressure system must be checked agAinst the 
core flow rate derived from the measured values of loop flow to core flow 
correlation. If the difference between measured and derived core flow rate 
is 10 percent or vore (with the derived value higher) diffuser meAsurements 
will be taken to define the location within the vessel of failed. jet pmap 
nozzle (or riser) and the unit shut dow~n for repairs. If the potential 
blowdo-n flow area is increased, the system resistance to the recirculation 
pu-P ts also reduced; hence, the affected drive pump will "run out" to a 
suh~tAntLnlly higher flow rate (approxlmately 115 percent to 120 percent 
for a tnip.le nozzle failure). If th- two loops are balanced in flow at the 
same rump sreed. the resistance characteristics cannot have changed. Any 
tmbAlance between drive loop flow rates would be indicated by the plant 
process instrumentation. In addition, the affected jet pump would provide a leakap.e path pAst the core thus reducing the core flow rate. The reverse 
flow throur.h the inactive Jet pumv would still be indicated by a positive differentiAl pressure but the net effect would be a slight decrease (3 per
cent to 6 percent) in the total core flow mclsured. This decrease, together 
vith the loop flow increAse, would result in ot lack of correlation between 
MeAem,rcd And derived core flow rate. Finally, the affected Jet pump diffuser dirfcrentanl pressure signal would be reduced because the backflov would be 
less rh~n the normal for-'ard flow.  

4 nmtle-r~ier syqtem fAilure could also Zenerate thP coincident failure of 
A Jet pump difCuier body: however, the converse is not true. The lack of ;ny sihAtAntiAl stress in the jet pump diffuser body mAkes failure impossible 
without an initial nozzle-riser system failure.  

., ,.• Rcirculation, 0p e QO ration 

S ý t tidy - s r oazt o pe ra t ion, w it hl u t fo r c ed rloc,. 1a ti ,i v, l n ' t hc p e r ni t d 

for :"rc • 12 hou-s . And thc start nCuC a 'c'irculaiti numpi fro, the 
natUrld zirculation condition wiil not be peroitted uTless the tonoerature 
diffcrunce betcwen t'he boop to be starred ,.nd the core coolant temperaLure is 1ess than 75 F, This reduces the posi tive rOactivi4 y inscrtion to an 
acceprablv lo value.  
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3.6/4.6 BASES

These tests will include stroking oc the snubbers to verify 

proper piston movement, lock-up and bleed. Ten percent or ten 

snubbers whichever is less, represents an adequate sample for 

such tests. Observed failures on these samples should require 

testing of additional units. Those snubbers designated in Table 

3.6.H as beinq in hiqh radiation areas or especially difficult to 

remove need not be selected for functional tests provided 

operability was previously verified.  

Snubbers of rated caoacity greater than 50,000 lb. are exempt from the 

functional testing requirements because of the impracticability of testing 

such large units.  

R EFEP•-Z NC ES 

1. Report, H. R. Erickson, Bergen Paterson to F. R. Goller, ýr.C, 

October 7, 197a, Subject: Hydraulic Shock Sway A_--restors
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LIMI7:�G CoN:I'r:oHs FO� OP!�XZON SV�IL�ANCE �rQz�4�

3. 7 cot! _r.' sy.sTsms 

Aopli cabi Ii t 

A:Diies to the operating status 
of the primary and secondary 
containment systems.  

CbOiect i ve 

To assure thn' :ntegrity of the 
primary and secondary 
ccntainment systems.  

Sceci fication 

A. Primary Ctainment 

1. At any time that the 
irradiated fuel is in 
the reactor vessel, 
and the nuclear 
system is pressuzried 
atove atmospheric 
pressure or work is 
being done which has 
the potential to 
drain t.he vessel, the 
pressure sumPr esslcn 
pool water level and 
temperatu.re s-.all Ze 
ma-itained within tne fciiinglimits 

except as specified 
in 3.7.A.2.  

a. Minimum water level = 
-6.25" (differential 

pressure control 
>0 psid) 

-7.25" (0 psid differen
tial pressure control) 

b. Maximum water level =

3.7 CoNrTA:NMENT SYSTEMS 

AppLicabi lity 

Applies to the primary and 
secondary containment 
integr-i-y.  

10bect _ ve 

To verify the inte-zity of the 
primary and secondary 
containment.  

So e ci fication 

A. Primary Containment 

1. Pressure SuDoressjcr.  
Chamoer 

a. The suppress-,on 
c harner water level 
be checked once per 
day. Whenever heat 
is added to the 
suporesslon oool by 
testing of the ECCS 
or relief valves the 
,ool temperature shall 
be continually monitored 
and shall be observed 
and logced every 5 
minutes until the heat 
addition is terminated.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.7 COATAINMENT SYSTEMS

6. Drywell-Suppressioa Chamber 
Differential Pressure 

a. Differentizl pressure 
between the drywell and 
suppression chamber shall 
be maintained at equal 
to or greater thin 1.1 
psid except as specified 
in (1) and (2) below: 

(1) This differential 
shall be established 
within 24 hours of 
achieving operating 
temperature and 
pressure. The 
differential pressure 
may be reduced to 
less than 1.1 psid 
24 hours prior to 
a scheduled shutdown.  

(2) T-his differential 
may be decreased to 
less than 1.1 psid
for a maximum of four 
hours during required 
operability testing 
of the '{PCI system, 
RCIC system and the 
drywell-pressure 
suppression chamber 
vacuum breakers.  

b. If the differential 
pressure of specifica
tion 3.7.A.6.a cannot be 
maintained and the 
differential pressure 
cannot be restored within 
the subsequent six (6) 
hour period, an orderly 
shutdown shall be init
iated and the reactor 
shall be in the Cold 
Shutdown condition 
within 24 hours.

4.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTLMS 

6. Drywell-Suppression Chamber 
Diff erential Pressure 

a. The pressure differ
ential between the 
drywel! and suppressiou 
chamber shall be recorded 
at least once each shift,
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LLMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

H. Containment Atmosphere 
Monitoring (CAM) System 
H Analyzer

1. Whenever the reactor is 
not in. cold shutdown, two 
independent gas analyzer 
systems shall be operable 
for monitoring the drywell 
and the torus.  

2. With one hydrogen analyzer 
inoperable, restore at 
least two hydrogen 
analyzers to OPERABLE 
status within 30 days or 
be in at least HOT 
SHUTDOWN within the next 
24 hours.  

3. With no hydrogen analyzer 
OPERABLE the reactor 
shall be in HOT SHUTDOWN 
within 24 hours.

4.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

H. Containment Atmosphere
Monitoring (CAM) System -
H_ Analyzer

1. Each hydrogen analyzer 
system shall be demon
strated OPERABLE at 
least once per quarter 
by performing a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION using standard 
gas samples containing 
a nominal eight volume 
percent hydrogen balance 
nitrogen.  

2. Each hydrogen analyzer 
system shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE by performing 
a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST monthly.
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TABILE 3.7.A 
PRIMARY C0N'TA144'{NYT ISOLATION VALVES

Valve Identification

Numnber of Power 
Operated Valves 

I nboar d OutboardI

Ka x Lntn 
Operating 

Tine (sec.)
Normal 

Position

Action on 
Initiating 

S ignal1

Mtain steamline isolation valves 
(FCV-1-14,26,37,&5#1 1-15, 27, 38, & 52) 
M4ain steamline drain isolationi 
valves FCV-1-55 & 1-56 

Re~actor Wa~ter samzple line isola
tion valvea 

RIIRS shiutdow.n cooling supply 
isolatiou valves FCV-74-48 & 47 

WRIIS - LPC1 to reactor F'CV-74-53, 67 

Reactor vessel head spray Isola
tion val1ves PCv-74--71, 78 

RIMRS tludiIt and drain vent to 
auppreoaion chataber 
FCV-74-1.02. 103, 119, &. 120 
Suppc-eaaion Chiakber Drain 
FCV-74--57, 58 

Dryw.AIl equipn~at drain discliarge 
i"Iiotio"z valves V'CV-77-15A, & 15B 

Drydjell. floor drain dIachairg~ 
itaolatioai valves FCV-11-2A & 2B1

44 

1 I

1 

I

3<T < 5

15

51

1.  

2

11.

4 

2

2

40 

30 

30 

20 

15 

15

GC 

Sc ( 

Sc 

Sc 

SC

0 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

0

SC 

SC 

Sc 

GC

2 Is 0C

1 

I 

1

CN)

z 

2 

2 

2 

2

0 GC



(D TAtlE 3.7-A (COm~tiriiitd) 

iuzb1er of Fouer MxwnAction o3 

CtOperated Valves operating ti o rua- I tdtit E iflb 

0 Co valve Identiticatlofl inboard 6;tbhoard Time (sec.) Position Sga 

3 Reactor water cle.IlJ) sYstC" 3UPplY 00G 

ij~ilito" valves FCV-69-16 & 2 
11 00C 

3 RCactor water cleanup sV~tem 00G 

returu Isolation V51vC3 FCV-69-12  600 

4 FCV 73-81 (Bypass krOLIId 170' 73-3) 1 10 0 GC 

4 UrCISs teamliue isolation valvts 1. 1 20 0 cc 

FCV-73-2 L 3 

5 RCICS BLtc~nl"C~ isolation vAlves 1 50 cc 

FCV-71-2 & 3 

6 Diywcli nitrogen purge ilklE~ 1501&- CS 

tion vAdVCa (FCv-16-18) 15CS 

6 Su 1 ppreasion chkaober nitrogen puarge 

inlet isiolationa valve~s (FCV-76419) 15C 
Sc 

6 Drywell X4alu Exhaust i~.olAtiofl 

valvez (i'CV-64-29 ond 30) 2 2.5 C SC.  

6 5uppr~av&aiot cah"~Ahet m..in exhaust 

imolation vatlves (KCV-64-32 and 33) 2 2.5 C S 

6 Dryvdll/Suppri~sioii Chambert puArZ*2.  

6 Dryu~1l Atuadpike(C purg~e inCEt 

(VCV-64A-1d) 
1 2.5 c SC



TABLE 3.7.A (COn iinuzd)

Number of Power Maximum Act ioa On 

Operated Valves Operating Normal Initiating 
SGroup 

Valve Identification Inboard Outboard Time (Sec.) Position Sirznal 
_3 

(D 6 Torus Hydrogen Sample Line Valves 
Analyzer A (FSV-76-55, 56) NA Note I SC 

o 6 Torus Oxygen Sample Line Valves 

-4 Analyzer A (FSV-76-53, 54) NA Note I SC 

6 Drywell Hydrogen Sample Line Valves 

Analyzer A (FSV-76-49, 50) 1NA Note I SC 

6 I)rywell Oxygen Sample Line Valves 

Analyzer A (FSV-76-51, 52) 1 1 NA Note I SC 

6 Sample Return Valves - Analyzer A 

(FSV-76-57, 58) 1 1 NA 0 SC 

6 Torus Hydrogen Sample Line Valves 
Analyzer B (FSV-76-65, 66) 1 1 NA Note I SC 

6 Torus Oxygen Sample Line 
Valves-Analyzer B (FSV-76

63, 64) 1 1 NA Note I SC 

6 Dlywell Hydrogen Sample 
Line Valves-Analyzer B 

(FSV-16-59, 60) 1 1 NA Note I SC 

6 Drywell Oxygen Sample L.ine ( 
Valves-Analyzer B (FSV-76
61, 62) 1 1 NA Note 1 SC 

6 Sample Return Valves
Analyzer B (FSV-76-67, 68) NA Sc 

Note 1: Analyzers are such thai one is sampling drywell hydrogen and oxygen (valves from drywell open

valves from torus closed) while the other is sampling torus hydrogen and oxygen (valves front torus 

open - valves from drywell closed)



(D 

CD TABLE 3.7.A (Continued) 

Niurber of Power Maximum Action on 
Operated Valves Operating Normal Initiating 

-4 Group Valve Identification Inboard Outboard Time (sec.) Position Signal 

6 Suppression Chamber purge inlet 
(FCV-64-19) 1 2.5 C SC 

6 Drywell/Suppression Chamber nitro
gen purge inlet (FCV-76-17) 1 5 C SC 

6 Drywell Exhaust Valve Bypass to 
Standby Gas Treatment System 
(FCV-64-31) 15 C SC 

6 Suppression Chamber Exhaust Valve 
Bypass to Standby Gas Treatment 

SSystem (FCV-64-34) 1 5 C SC 
6 Drywell/Suppression Chamber Nitrogen 

Purge Inlet (FCV-76-24) 1 5 C SC 

7 RCIC Steamline Drain (FCV-71-6A, 6B) 2 5 0 GC 

7 RCIC Condensate Pump Drain 
(FCV-l1-7A, 7B) 2 5 0 GC 

7 HPCI Hotwell pump discharge isola
tion valves (FCV-73-17A, 17B) 2 5 C SC 

7 HPCI steamline drain (FCV-75-57, 58) 2 5 0 GC 

8 TIP Guide Tubes (5) 1 per guide NA C GC 
tube



Valvp. Ldeultificilt!oll

TABLE 3.7.A, (Conttnuc2d) 

Numiber of Povi.-i 
Ojperted Valve.5 

In)C-arTd Ou!boavd

MfaxtI um 
Operat i;1p 

Tlwc e c.

Normnal1 
Position

Action on 
Initiating 

Signal

Saumdby liquid control sy~ilem 
check valves CV 63-526 & 525 

vIedwtCI7 chvck Valves 
(N-1- 558, 572, 5 5 4i, 6 568 

Cointro1 rod hydraulic retui~n 

check valvea CV-8j5--5j7 & 573 

RIMRS - IA'CI to reactor checkf 

vailveti CV--74--54 & 68

I

2

1") 
(YI 
Gi

2 

11 

2

NA 

HA 

NA 

NA

C 

0 

0 

C

Proc ess 

Process 

ProL)ce£ss 

Proc ess



69-1 

69-2 

71-2 

73-81 

71-3 

71-39 

73-2 

73-3 

73-44 

74-47 

74-48 

74-53 

74-57 

74-58 

74-60 

74-61 

74-67 

74-71 

74-72 

74-74

TABLE 3.7.D 

Valve 
Identification 

RWCU Suppl.y 

RWCU St, ")p 1.; 

RCCI( Steam Supply 

FPCI Steam Supply Bypass 

RCIC Steam Supply 

IRCC Pump Discharge 

HPCT Steam Supply 

HPCI Steam Supply 

HPCI Pump Discharge 

"• Shutdown Suction 

?.HR Shutdown ruction 

1--HR LT'CT 'M ,chIarg.e 

RHR Suppression Chamber 
ipray 

RHR Suppression Chamber 

Spray 

RH.R Dry-well Spray 

RHR Dryweil Spray 

RHR LPCI Discharge 

RUi Suppression Chamber 
Spray 

MIR Suppression Chamber 
Spray 

Rh-R Drywell Spray

;%'.1, t 'r ',ai I r (
S-) 

(2)

Wa tr (2)

Water 

Water 

Water 

Wa ter

'2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2)

Wo t er (2) 

Water (2)

(Continued) 

Test 

Meu'ium 

ý'ater(2 

Air (1) 

Air (1) 

Air (1) 

Water (2) 

Air (1) 

ALr (1) 

Water (2) 

Water (2) 

Water (2)
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Test 
Method 

Applied between 69-1, 69-500 
-1d 10-505 

Applited becweton 69-2, 69-500 
and 10-505 

Applied between 71-2 and 71-3 

Applied between 73-2 and 73-3 

Applied between 71-2 -jnd 71-3 

Applied between 3-66, 3-568, 

69-579, 71-39, and 85-576 

Applied between 73-2 and 73-3 

Applied between 73-2 and 73-3 

Applied between 3-67, 3-554, 
and 71-44 

Applied between 74-47, 74-754, 

74-49, and 74-661 

Applied bt!Leen 74-46, 74-661 

and ;4--9 

Ap iled -,Lw t 't 4-3 j .;t,. 74-55 

AppLied between 74.-7, 74-53, 
and 74-59 

Applied between 74-57, 7-/-58, 
and 7A-59 

Applied between ,4-60. 74-61 

Applied between 74-60, 74-61 

Applied between 74-67 anti 74-69 

Applied between 74-71, 74-72, 
and 74-73 

Applied between 74-71, 74-72, 
and 74-73 

Applied between 74-74, 74-75



TABUZ 3.7.0 (Ce"tLou")

a lves 

'4-75 

"?&-77 

F4-76

i6 

F5.  

?5.  

16

76

76-

77..  

77

77

77

10-

Valve 
Identif I.atiou 

IUM Orywll Spray 

ZU Read Spray 

RIX Head Spray

1/662 IRX Shutdovv Suction 

-25 Core Spray Discharge 

-53 Core Spray Discharge 

-57 Core :pray to Auxiliary 
Boilers 

-38 Core Spray To Auxiliary 
Soilere 

17 Dryvell/Suppreuaion Chamber 
Nitrogen Purge Inlet 

i8 Dry•ll Nitrogen Purge Inlet 

-19 Suppression Chcaber Purge 
Inlet 

24 DrTwell/Surpresaion Chamber 
Nitrogen Purge Inlet 

2A Dryvell Floor Drain Sup 

2 i Dry-ell Floor Drain Sump 

15A Dr!vell Equipment Drain Su 

153 DrYvtll .Equipment Drain Sump 

254A Radia•tion Monitor Sutiom

;0-2541 Ladiation Monitor Suction 

-255 Ladiation Manitor Suctio-

Teot 
Kedium 

Water(2) 

Water(2) 

Wator(2) 

Water(2) 

Water (2) 

Hater (2) 

Water (2) 

Water(Z) 

Nitrogen(
1 ) 

Nitrogen (1) 

Nitrogen(1) 

Air(1) 

Water(2) 

ýkter(2) 

ýkter(z)

Air(2)

TUst 

Applied btcvae 74-74 md 74-75 

Ap~lied beteam 74-77 mad 74-78 

Applied bevemw 74-77 md 74-78 

Applied lbveou 74-460 ad 74-461/662 

Applied beteen 75-25 and 75-27 

Applied bertwsn 75-53 ad 75-55 

Applied betveon 73-37 azd 75o-38 

Applied be•tve 75-57 and 75-58 

Applied btweoe 76-17, 76-18, 76-19

Applied 

Applied

between 

be twen

Applied betwaee 
and 76-24 

Applied betwtan 

Applied btvean 

Applied betwean 

Applied betven 

Applie2 betweez 
and 90-255 

Applied between 
=ed 90-235 

Applied bertvon 
and 90-235

76-17, 76-18. 76-19 

76-17, 76-18, 76-19 

64-17, 64-18, 64-19, 

77-ZA and 77-23 

77-ZA and 77-23 

77-15A and 77-153 

77-13A and 77-151 

90-254A, 90-2543, &Md 

90-254A, "-25413, 

90-234, 90-2545,

Z61



TABLE 3.7.D (Continued)

Valves 

76-49 

76-50 

76-51 

76-52 

76-53 

7 6-54 

76-55 

76-56 

76-57 

76-58 

76-59 

76-60 

76-61 

76-62 

76-64 

76-65 

76-66 

76-67 

76-68

Valve 
Identification 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment -Iner-t±ng 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting 

Containment Inerting

Test 
Method 

Applied between inboard block 
valve and 76-49.

Tes t 
Medium 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

App lied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve 

Applied 
valve

between inboard 
and 76-50.  
between inboard 
and 76-51.  
between inboard 
and 76-52.  
between inboard 
and 76-53.  
between inboard 
and 76-54.  
between inboard 
and 76-55.  
between inboard 
and 76-56.  
between inboard 
and 76-57.  
between inboard 
and 76-58.  
between inboard 
and 76-59.  
between- inboard 
and 76-60.  
between inboard 
and 76-61.  
between inboard 
and 76-62.  
between inboard 
and 76-63.  
between inboard 
and 76-64.  
between inboard 
and 76-65.  
between inboard 
and 76-66.  
between inboard 
and 76-67.  
between inboard 
and 76-68.
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block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block.  

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block 

block



TA•I• 3.7.0 (Cýoeti±-ud)

valves 

90-257A 

90-41573 

84-SA 

84-8B 

84-8C 

84-8D 

84-19

V.,

Valve
!demtificatioa 

Xediatiom moaitoc Discharse 

adi&tiot monitot Diechargs 

Cont&ainment Atmospheric Dilutiun 

ConCzimmant At-ospheriC Dilution 

Containment Atnm.phoric Dilution 

Containment Atmospheric Dilution 

Containment Atmoopheric-Dilution

Test 
Medium 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air Aix

(1) Air/nitroge-n test to be displacement flow.  
(2) Water test to beinjection. losseor downstream call 

Valve Test 

.ites cdentification Itedium

54-20 Main Exhaust to Standby Cas Tteatment Air( 1 ) 

84-600 Main Exhaust to Standby-Cas Treatment. Nitrorem•(
1 

84-60L ,!in Fxhdust to Standby (bis Treacmenit ttro-en 

84-602 'ttan Kxhnust to Standby Cas Treatmenc :Uctronen 
84-60Y 'ain I1xhauat to Standby Cas Treatment Nit-ro en 
,,/I4ry-1 L lrCasuL7ation, Corp. Oypas Air (1) 

64-140 Drywell PrcsRurization, Comp. Disc. Air(1 ) 

64-19) D)rrcll pressurization, Comp. Suction Air(I) 

1).Air/nitrogen test to be displacement flow 

(2) Water test to be injection loss or downstream collect: 
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Test 

Ap~llmd b.,twee 90--257J&a ed 90-257, 

Applied bstev* 90-237A &* 90-2574 

Applied betwe.n 84-8A &ad 84-600 

Applied be two= 84-83 and 84-601.  

Applied be two" 84-SC a=d 8l4-fA3 

Applied be'tween 84-8 and S4-602 

Applied between. 64-32-,64-33,, 64-29, 
64-30, and 84-19 

ection.  

Test 
Nethod 

Avplied bet-xeen 84-20, 64-141, 

64-140, and 64-31 
Applied between 84-3A--.nd-84-600 
Applied be t-Pern S4-83 .-nd 84-601 
Applied between 84-m8C aad 84-603 
Applied betreen 84-80 and 84-602 
Appitcd between 64-141, 64-140, 
64-30, and 84-20 

Applied between 64-141, 64-140, 
64-31, and 84-20 

Applied between 64-139., 64-141.  
and 64-34 

ion.



TA.BL E 3. 7. F 
SUPRESSI:ON CX )',EAt INFLUENT LINES 
STOP-CHECK CLOBE ISOL.ATION VA.LVES

Valve 
Identification 

RCIC Turbine Exhaust 

cRCI Vacuum P,.= Discharge 

RPCI Turbine E~h~aust 

HCI 7urbine Exhaust Drain

Test 
Xed iu 

Water 

Water 

Water 

Water

Apply 

Apply 

Apply 

Apply

Mechod 

between 71-1.4 and 71-580 

betveen 71-32 and 71-592 

between 73-23 and 73-603 

between 73-24 and 73-609

TX3LZ 3.7.F 
CHECK VA-LVES CS SU-??P-ESSJON C11IkMBE3ZV jiHyLUEZV. ,rNS

Valve 

.ýCLC 7U7"ine Ex~haust 

O, C TC Vjcuu In = D'~ 'i 3c h a 7,; 

:AvCt :urbine E'a

Tes t 
Xedi = 

Water 

Wa t e r 

Watecr

Test 
Mehod 

Apply betvween 71-14 and 71-530 

Apply between 7-1-2 and 71-592 

Apply 'betwcen 731-23 and 7>-6ý3 

Xpply becweem 73-24 and 7/3-609

XeVaIVc 5 

71-14 

7.1-32 

73-23 

73-24

V a2 

7 1

3 3-3 

7 31 09o



TABLE 3.7.H (Continued)

X-1OTB Spare (testable) 

X-o08A Power 

X-108B CRD Rod Position Indic.  

X-109 it 

X-1!0A Fower 

X-1IOB CRD Rod Position Indic.  

X-230 Contair'mentt pir Monitoring System
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BASES 
3.7.A & 4.7.A Primarv Containment 

The integrity of the primary containment and operation of the core 

standby cooling syste' in combination, limit the off-site doses to 

values less than those suggested in 10 CFR 100 in the event of a 

break ir, the primary system piping. Thus, containment integrity is 

specified whenever the potential for violation of the primary reactor 

system integrity exists. Concern about such a violation exists when

ever the reactor is critical and above atmospheric pressure. An 

exception is made to this requirement during initial core loading 

and while the low power test program is being conducted and ready 

access to the reactor vessel is required. There will be no pressure 

on the system at this time, thus greatly reducing the chances of a 

pipe break. The reactor may be taken critical during this period; 

however, restrictive operating procedures will be in effect again 

to minimize the probability of an accident occur ring. Procedures 

and the Rod Worth Minimizer would limit control worth such that a 

rd drop would not result in any fuel damage. In addition, in the 

unlikely event -hat an excursion did occur, the reactor building 

and standby gas treatment system, which shall be operational during 

this time, offer a sufficient barrier to keep offsite doses well 
below 'C CFR 100 limits.  

The pressure suporession pool ater provi~es the heat sink for the 
reactor primary system energy release following a postulated rupture of 

the system. The pressure suppression chamber water volume must absort 

the associated decay and structural sensible heat released during primary 

system blowdown from 1,035 psig. Since all of the gases in the drywell 

are purged into the pressure suppression chamber air space during a loss 

of coolant accident, the pressure resulting from isothermal compression 

plus the vapor oressure of the licuid must not exceed 52 psig, the 

suppression chamoer maximum pressure. ThE design volume of the.  

suppression chamoer (water and air) was ottained by considering that the 

total volume of reactor coolant to be concensed is discharged to te 

suppression :hambe- and that the drywell volume is ourgec to the 

suppression chamner.  

Using the mininum or maximum water levels given in the specifications, con

tainment pressure during the design basis accident is approximately 49 psig, 

wnich is below the maximum of 62 psig. The max=Inm water 'level indi

cation of -1 inch corresponds to a downcomer submergence of ý feet 

7 inches and a water volume of 127,800 cubic feet with or 128.700 ft 3 without the 

dry-well-suppression chamber differential pressure control. The minimum 

water level indication of -6.25 inches with differential pressure control and 

-7.25 inches without differential pressure control corresponds 

to a downcomer submergence of approximately 3 feet and a water volume 

of aporox4-racely 123,000 cubic feet. Yaintaining the water level 

between these levels will assure that the torus water volume and down

comer submergence are within the aforementioned limits during normal 

p!ant operation. Alarms, adjusted for instrument error, will notify 

the operator when the limits of the toras water level are approached.  

The majority of the Bodega tests were run with a submerged length of 

4 feet and with complete condensation. Thus, with respect to down

comer submergence, this specification is adequate. The maximum 

temperature at the end of blowdown tested during the Humboldt Bay 

and Bodega Bay tests was 170*7 and this is conservatively taken to 

be the limit for complete condensation of the reactor coolant, 

although condensation would occur for temperatures above 170*F.  
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Should it be necessary to drain the suppression chamber, this should only be 
done when there is no requirement for core standby cooling systems operatibilit 
Under full power operation conditions, blowdown from an initial suppression 
chamber water temperature of 95'F results in a peak long term water 
temperature of 170 °F which is sufficient for complete condensation. At this 
temperature and atmospheric pressure, the available NPSH exceeds that 
required by both the RHR and core spray pumps, thus there is not 
dependency on containment overpressure.  

Experimental data indicate that excessive steam condensing loads can be 
avoided if the peak temperature of the suppression pool is maintained below 
200*F local.  

Specifications have been placed on the envelope of 
reactor operating conditions so that the reactor can be depressuirzed in a 
timely manner to avoid the regime of potentially high suppression chamber 
loadings.  

Limiting suppression pool temperature to 105°F during RCIC, HPCI, or 
relief valve operation when decay heat and stored energy is removed from 
the primary system by discharging reactor steam directly to the suppression 
chamber assures adequate margin for controlled blowadown anytime during 
RCIC operation and assures margin for complete condensation of steam from 
the design basis loss-of-coolant accident.  

In addition to the limits on temperature of the suppression chamber pool 
water, operating procedures define the action to be taken in the event a 
relief valve inadvertently opens or sticks open. This action would include: 
(1) use of all available means to close the valve, (2) initiate suppression 
pool water cooling heat exchangers (3) initiate reactor shutdown, and 
(4) if other relief valves are used to depressurize the reactor, their 
discharge shall be separated from that of the stuck-open relief valve to 
assure mixing and uniformity of energy insertion to the.pool.  

If a loss-of-coolant accident were to occur when the reactor water 
temperature is below approximately 3300F, the containment pressure will 
not exceed the 62 psig code permissible pressures even if no condensation 
were to occur. The maximum allowable pool temperature, whenever the 
reactor is above 212'F, shall be governed by this specification. Thus, 
specifying water volume-temperature requirements applicable for reactor
water temperature above 212*F provides additional margin above that 
available at 330°F.  
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In conjunction with the Mark I Containment Short Term Program, a plant unique 
analysis was performed ("Torus Support System and Attached Piping Analysis for 
the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," dated September 9, 1976 and 
supplemented October 12, 1976) which demonstrated a factor of safety of at 
least two for the weakest element in the suppression chamber support system 
and attached piping. The maintenance of a drywell-suppression chamber differen
tial pressure of 1.1 psid and a suppression chamber water level corresponding 
to a downcomer submergence range of 3.06 feet to 3.58 feet will assure the 
integrity of the suppression chamber when subjected to post-LOCA suppression 
pool hydrcdynamic forces.  

inerting 

The relatively small containment volume inherent in the GE-BWR pressure suppres
tion containment and the large amount of zirconium in the core are such that 
the occurrence of a very limited (a percent or so) reaction of the zirconium 
and steam during a loss-of-coolant accident could lead to the liberation of 
hydrogen combined with an air atmosphere to result in a flammable concentration 
in the containment. if a sufficient amount of hydrogen is generated and oxygen 
is available in stoichiometric quantities the subsequent ignition of the hydrogen 
in rapid recombination rate could lead to failure of the containment to maintain 
a low leakage integrity. The <4% hydrogen concentration minimizes the possibility 
of hydrogen combustion following a loss-of-coolant accident.  
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The occurrence of primary system leakage following a major refueling outage or other scheduled shutdown is much more probable then the occurrence of the loss-of-coolant accident upon which the specified oxygen concentration limit is based. Permitting access to the drywell for leak inspections during a startup is judged prudent in terms of the added plant safety offered without significantly reducing the margin of safety. Thus, to preclude the possibility of starting the reactor and operating for extended periods of time with significant leaks in the primary system, leak inspections are scheduled during startup periods, when the primary system is at or near rated operating temperature and pressure. The 24-hour period to provide inerting is judged to be sufficient to berform the leak inspection and establish the required oxygen concentration.  

To ensure that the hydrogen concentration is maintained less than 4% following an accident, liquid nitrogen is maintained on-site for containment atmosphere dilution. About 2260 gallons would be sufficient as a 7-day supply,-and replenishment facilities can deliver liquid nitrogen to the site within one day; therefore, a requirement of 2500 gallons is conservative. Following a loss of coolant accident the Containment Air Monitoring (CAM) System continuously monitors the hydrogen concentration of the containment volume. Two independent systems ( a system consists of one hydrogen sensing circuit) are installed in the drywell and the torus. Each sensor and associated circuit is periodically checked by a calibration gas to verify operation. Failure of one system does not reduce the abil..ty to =:onitor system atmosphere as a second independent and redundant system -i41 still 
be operable.  

In terms of separability, redundancy for a failure of the torus system is based upon at least one operable drywell system. The dry:ell hydrogen concentration can be used to limit the torus hydrogen concentration during post LOCA conditions. Post LOCA calculations 
show that the CAD system initiated within two-hours at a flow rate of 100 scfm will limit the peak drywell and wetwell hydrogen concentration to 3.6% (at 4 hours) and 3.8% (at 32 hours), respectively.  This is based upon purge initiation after 20 hours at a flow rate of 100 scfm to maintain containment pressure below 30 psig. Thus, peak torus hydrogen concentration can be controlled below 4.0 percent using either the direct torus hydrogen monitoring system or the dry-wel hydrogen monitoring system with appropriate conservatism (f 3.8%), 
as a guide for CAD/Purge operations.
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s. MAjOR- n..SIC,' FEATURES 

Browns Ferry unit 1 is located at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

site on property owned by the United StAtes and in custody of 

the TVA. The site shall consist of approximately 840 scris 

on the north shore of WTheclcr Lake at Tennessee River Mile 

294 in Limestone County, A1abama. The minimum distance from 
the outside of the secondary containment buildin& to the 

boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3 

shall be 4,000 feet.  

5.2 REACTOR 

A. The reactor core may contain 764 fuel assemblies consisting 

of 8xB assemblies 

having 63 fuel rods each, and 8x8R (and P~xSR) asse=blies 

having 62 fuel rods each.  

B. The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform-shaped control 

rods. The control material shall be boron carbide pouder 

(B8C) compacted to approximately 70 percent of theoretical 
density.  

5.3 REACTOR VESSEL 

The reactor vessel shall be as described In Table 4.2-2 of the 

FSAR. The applicable design codes shall be as described in 

Table 4.2-1 of the TSAR.  

5.4 CONTA1NMEXT 

A. The principal design parameters for the primary containment 
shall be as given In Table 5.2-I of Lhe TSAR. The applicable 

design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAA.  

B. The secondary containment shall be aA described in Sectton 

5.3 of the TSAR.  

C. Pcnetr.itons to the primary contalnmenc and pipinR passing 

throuth such penetrations shall be designed in accordance 

with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.1.4 of the TSAR.  

S.5 FUEL STOrAC.E 

A. The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facili:y 

'shall be such that kff. for dry conditions, Is less than 

0.90 and flooded is Less thin 0.95 (Section 10,2 of FSARý).  
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UNITED STATES 
. (• - NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

.WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO.76 TO FACILITY LICENSE NO. DPR-33 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 1 

DOCKET NO. 50-259 

1.0 Introduction 

By letter dated April 29, 1981 CTVA BFNP TS 161), which was supplemented 
by letters dated June 12, 1981 and July 13, 1981, the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (the licensee or TVAJ requested changes to the Technical 

Specifications (Appendix A) appended to Facility Operating License No.  
DPR-33 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. I. The proposed 
amendment and revised Technical Specifications would (1) incorporate 
the limiting conditions for operation of the facility in the fifth 
fuel cycle following the fourth refueling of the reactor and (2) reflect 
new primary containment atmospheric hydrogen monitoring instrumentation 
being installed during the current refueling outage. In support of 

this reload application, TVA submitted a supplemental reload licensing 
document~l) prepared by the General Electric Company (GE), errata and 

addenda sheets to the Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis for Browns Ferry 
Nuclear Plant Unit IL (�2originally issued September 1977) also prepared 

by GE and proposed changes to the Technical Specifications.  

2.0 Discussion 

Browns Ferry Unit No. 1 (.BF-I) shutdown for its fourth refueling on 
April 11, 1981. BF-l was initially fueled with 764 of the General 
Electric Co. (GE) 7 x 7 fuel •ssemblies containing 49 fuel rods each.  
During the first refueling, 166 of the 7 x 7 fuel assemblies were 
replaced with a like number of one water rod 8 x 8 fuel assemblies 
containing 63 fuel rods each. During the second refueling, an additional 
156 of the original fuel assemblies were replaced with two water rod 
retrofit 8 x 8R fuel bundles containing 62 fuel rods each. During the 

third refueling outage, another 232 of the 7 x 7 fuel bundles were 
replaced with P 8 x 8 fuel assemblies, each containing 62 fuel rods.  
The prepressurized fuel assemblies (P 8 x 8R) are essentially identical 
from a core physics standpoint to the two water rod fuel assemblies 
(8 x 8R) except that they are prepressurized with about three rather 

than one atmospheres of helium to minimize fuel clad interaction. Our 
evaluation of the P 8 x 8R fuel is discussed in the safety evaluation 

attached to our letter of April 16, 1979 to General Electric approving 
the use of this fuel in BWR reload licensing applications. The larger 

P PDR
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inventory of helium gas improves the gap conductance between fuel 
pellets and cladding resulting in reductions in fuel temperatures, 
thermal expansion and fission gas release. The pressurized rods 
operate at effectively lower linear heat generation rates and are 
therefore expected to yield performance benefits in terms of fuel 
reliability. The increased prepressurization also results in improved 
margin to MAPLHGR limits by reducing stored energy.  

During the current refueling outage, all of there-maining 214 original 7 x 7 
fuel bundles will be replaced along with 46 of the 8 x 8 fuel assemblies.  
Thus, a total of 260 new fuel assemblies will be loaded in the core, 
consisting of 256 of the P8 x 8R fuel bundles and 4 lead test assemblies 
(two GLTA-l and two GLTA-2). The four lead test assemblies ('LTAs) 
are exactly the same as the standard P8DRB284L CP8 x 8R) reload bundle fuel 
except for a small axial section of increased Gadolinia content in some 
rods. Test measurements will be performed on these bundles during 
Cycle 5 to benchmark the effect of this increased Gadolinia content.  
All approved thermal-mechanical and reload methods described in NEDE
24011-P-A, "General Electric Standard Application for Reload," will 
hold for these LTAs.  

With this refueling, Browns Ferry Unit 1 will continue to be on an 18 
month refueling cycle. Units Nos. 2 and 3 are also on 18 month refueling 
cycles.  

As noted above, this reload involves loading of prepressurized GE 8 x 8 
retrofit (P8 x 8R) fuel. This is the same type of fuel as was loaded 
during the last reloads for all three Browns Ferry Units. The description 
of the nuclear and mechanical designs of 8 x 8 retrofit fuel is contained in 
References 3 and 4. Reference 3 also contains a complete set of refer
ences to topical reports whichf describe GE's analytical methods for 
nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, transient and accident calculations, and 
information regarding the applicability of these methods to cores 
containing a mixture of fuel. The use and safety implications of pre
pressurized fuel have been found acceptable per Reference 4. The conclusions 
of Reference 5, which was cited above, found that the methods of Reference 
3 were generally applicable to prepressurized fuel. Therefore, unless 
otherwise specified, Reference 3, as supported by Reference 5, is adequate 
justification for the current application of prepressurized fuel.  

3.0 Evaluation 

3.1 Reactor Physics 

The reload application follows the procedure described in NEDE-24011-P, 
"Generic Reload Fuel Application." We have reviewed this application and 
the consequent Technical Specification changes. The transient analysis 
input parameters are typical for BWRs and are acceptable. Core wide 
transient analysis results are given for the limiting transients 
and the required operating limit values for MCPR are given for each 
fuel type. The revised MCPR limits are required by the reload and they 
are acceptable.
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3.2 Thermal Hydraulics 

As stated in Reference 3, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retrofit 
8x8R fuel, the safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR) 
resulting from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational transients 
is equal to 1.07. When meeting this SLMCPR during a transient, at least 
99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling 
transition.  

To assure that the fuel cladding integrity SLMCPR will not be violated 
during any abnormal operational transient or fuel misloading, the most 
limiting events have been reanalyzed for this reload by the licensee, 
in order to determine which event results in the largest reduction in 
the minimum critical power ratio. These events have been analyzed for 
the exposed fuel and fresh fuel. Addition of the largest reductions in 
critical power ratio to the SLMCPR was used to establish the operating 
limits for each fuel type.  

We have found the methods used for this analysis consistent with previously 
approved past practice (Reference 3). We have found the results of this 
analysis and the corresponding Technical Specification changes acceptable.  

3.3 ECCS Appendix K 

Input data and results for ECCS analysis have been given in References 
I and 2. The information presented fulfills the requirements for each 
analyses outlined in Reference 3.  

We have reviewed the analyses and information submitted for the reload 
and conclude that BF-I will be in conformance with all requirements of 
10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.46 when it is operated in accor
dance with the Technical Specifications we are issuing with this amendment.  
Supplemental calculations that address the issues of NUREG-0630 have also 
been given in Reference 2.  

3.4 Changes to Technical Specification 

Our evaluation of the specific changes to the Technical Specifications 
resulting from the current reload is presented below: 

Pgs. 9, 16, 131 and 160 - Since this reload removes the last of the 
original 7 x 7 fuel elements, the linear heat generation rate limit 
on these fuel elements is no longer pertinent and is being removed from 
the Technical Specifications and the bases.
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Pgs. 19, 25 and 169 - This is the first reload for BF-1 in which the 
transients were analyzed by General Electric's ODYN Code as required 
by the staff. An additional citation is being added to the Technical 
Specifications to reference NRC's approval of this Code for core 
reloads.  

Pgs. 19 and 221 - Section 2.1 of the Technical Specifications contains 
the bases for the "limiting safety system settings related to fuel 
cladding integrity." At the bottom of page 19 there is presently a 
paragraph relating to operation in the natural circulation mode. This 
paragraph is being moved, verbatim, to the bases for recirculation pump 
operation on p. 221, which is a more appropriate location. There is 
no safety significance to this reformating of the Technical Specifications.  

Pgs. 30 and 219 - In Sections 2.2 (bases for reactor coolant system 
integrity) and 3.6.D/4.6.D Cbases for relief valves), the value for the 
total capacity of the 13 relief valves is being increased from 82.6% 
to 83.9%. The value of 83.9 percent total relief capacity is derived 
from the values of 77.46 percent for 12 SRV's operable out of a total of 
13 SRV's. The capacity of 77.46 percent of nuclear boiler rated steam 
flow, as listed in the BF 1 Reload 4 Supplemental Reload Licensing sub
mittal, was calculated based on certified valve capacity for a 5.125
inch throat diameter valve (869,000 lbs/hour at 1,090 +3 psig) issued 
by the ASME National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors.  
The certified values are obtained by testing and are listed as 90 percent 
of the measured capacity values for conservatism. The proposed change 
is supported by the reload submittal and is acceptable.  

Pgs. 122, 123, 124 and 129 - As described in the discussion section of 
this safety evaluation, the reload for BF-I will contain four LTAs. In 
order to obtain additional physics data, special cold criticality tests 
have been planned for this cycle. These criticality tests require 
suspension of the rod sequence control system CRSCQSj constraints by means 
of the individual rod bypass switches. This testing is planned as part 
of the Lead Test Assembly program in which TVA and GE are participating.  
We have been kept appraised of this program through discussions and 
meetings, such as the meeting between TVA, GE and NRC staff in Bethesda, 
Md. on July 14, 1981. The next aspect of the program will include loading 
of four LTA's in the October 1981 refueling of Browns Ferry Unit No. 3.  
An analysis was performed to show that a postulated rod drop accident 
involving control rods withdrawn during the cold critical test would not 
exceed the peak fuel enthalpy design limit of 280 cal/gm. The rod worth.  
minimizer (RWM) will be programmed to ensure adherence to the withdrawal 
sequence specified in the cold critical test procedure. The RWM must be 
operable for this test; a second licensed operator may not be used in 
lieu of the RWM for this testing. The proposed changes in the RSCS 
below 20% rated power - in conjunction with the compensatory measures 
is acceptable.
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Pgs. 143 and 145 - These changes are administrative changes that remove 
references to nonapplicable technical specification requirements. These 
changes do not affect any actual limiting conditions for operation; 
therefore, plant safety is not affected.  

Pgs. 158 and 159 - As a result of previous changes to the Technical 
Specifications, sections 3.5.H and 4.5.H (Maintenance of Filled Discharge 
Pipe) is now located on two pages with half a page in between the lead 
sentence and the requirements. The proposed change is to relocate the 
parts of sections 3.5.H and 4.5.H now on page 159 to page 158 without 
any change in the wording. This reformating will improve .clarity and 
has no safety significance.  

Pgs. 159 and 169 - As supported by the reload submittal, the power 
spiking penalty is being removed from the linear heat generation rate 
(LHGR) limits for the 8 x 8, 8 x 8R and P8 x 8R fuel assemblies. This 
same change was previously made for BF-2 and BF-3 by Amendment No. 67 
to Facility License No. DPR-52 on June 12, 1981 and by Amendment No. 37 
to Facility License No. DPR-68 on January 12, 1981. The proposed change 
is supported by the reload submittal and is acceptable.  

Pgs 160 and 172b - As supported by the reload submittal, the operating 
limit MCPR's are being changed. Since the MCPR's were determined by the 
0DYN Code (rather than the REDY Code), OLMCPR's are now calculated from 
two curves rather than being a single value (or a ramp change with fuel 
exposure).  

Pg. 160a - Whenever the reactor power is equal to or greater than 25% 
thermal power, section 4.13. of the Technical Specifications requires 
that the ratio of Fraction of Rated Power (FRP) to Core Maximum Fraction 
of Limiting Power Density (CMFLPD) shall be checked daily and the APRM 
scram trip setpoint(s) and the rod block trip setpoint (SRB) recalculated 
and adjusted if the ratio is less than one (1). Unlike the BWR Standard 
Technical Specifications CNUREG-0123, Rev. 3), the Browns Ferry Technical 
Specifications do not provide a specified time to initiate corrective 
action or a time period to adjust the setpoints. Also, any excursion 
above this limit is now subject to the reporting requirements of Section 
6.7.2.b(2). Under the old MCHFR correlations, the peaking factor (MFLPD/ 
FRP) adjustment to the flow biased scram and rod block equations had 
relevance to maintaining core limits in certain flow excursion transients.  
Since adoption of CPR correlations, this is no longer the case and the 
flow biased equations now serve as a backup to the fixed (120%) scram 
and the RBM system, and provides additional conservatism for transients.  
Credit is not taken for the flow biased trips in the Browns Ferry transient 
analyses. Therefore, there is sufficient justification for relaxing the 
corrective action and time allowances in comparison to the standard core 
limits CMCPR, LHGR, etc.). Section 3.5.L is being modified to incorporate 
language similar to the BWR Standard Technical Specifications on the time 
permitted to initiate corrective action and to bring the factor within 
limits.
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Pgs. 171, 172 and 172a - These revised pages present the new MAPLHGR 
versus average planar exposure limits determined by the supplemental 
reload analysis.  

3.5 Plant Modifications 

During this refueling outage, 67 significant modifications are being 
performed in addition to refueling, inservice inspection, surveillance 
and calibration tests, equipment overhaul and other maintenance performed 
during a refueling outage. These modifications are described in TVA's 
letter to us of May 22, 1981 and in the monthly operating reports. The 
most significant of the modifications are the torus integrity modifi
cations being performed as part of the Mark I Containment Program.  
Another major modification is the changes being made to the BF-I and 
BF-2 electrical systems; these electrical modifications are described 
and evaluated in a separate amendment.  

3.5.1 Hydrogen Monitoring System 

One of the modifications being performed, which requires changes to the 
Technical Specifications, is replacement of the containment hydrogen
oxygen monitoring system. This is the same type of monitoring system 
installed at the last refueling outages in Units 2 and 3. A complete 
description and evaluation of the new monitoring system is included in 
Amendment No. 58 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52 issued 
November 12, 1980 and in Amendment No. 37 to Facility Operating License 
No. DPR-68 issued January 12, 1981 for Browns Ferry Unit Nos. 2 and 3, 
respectively. The evaluations contained therein are incorporated herein 
by reference. We conclude that the monitoring system meets the require
ments in NUREG-0737 ("Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements") 
and that the proposed changes to the Technical Specifications are 
acceptable.  

3.5.2 Torus Modifications 

Numerous modifications are being implemented in the Unit 1 torus during 
the current refueling outage as part of the Mark I Containment Program.  
These modifications are required by NRC to restore the originally intended 
margins of safety in the containment design. The structural modifications 
to the torus containment include addition of torus tiedowns, addition 
of ring girder reinforcement and reinforcing attached piping nozzles.  
Vent System modifications include shortening the downcomers, adding 
local reinforcement to the vent header and adding new tie bars to the 
downcomers. Attached piping is being strengthened including modification 
of the ECCS header support. Many changes are being made to the safety 
relief valve piping system including adding quencher arms to the ramshead, 
adding quencher arm and ramshead supports, adding ten-inch vacuum valves, 
reinforcing the ring girder at the SRV hanger attachment, rerouting of 
piping and adding new snubbers and supports for the piping. These modifi
cations have taken much longer to implement than originally estimated 
and have considerably extended the Unit 1 outage. When Unit 1 shutdown 
on April 11, 1981, the scheduled restart date was July 23, 1981. The 
projected startup date has slipped to about mid-September 1981 - almost 
two months longer than estimated.
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The modifications to the torus and piping systems requires some changes 
to the Technical Specifications, as discussed below: 

Pgs. 227 and 267 - The minimum torus water level limits in Section 3.7.A.l.a 
and in the bases for this Section are being changed from -7" (differential 
pressure control greater than 0 psid) to -6.25" and from -8" (0 psid 
differential pressure control) to -7.25" - a change in each case of 0.75".  
There are 15-inch by 15-inch sealed box beams being added as support for 
the safety relief valve lines, and HPCI-RCIC internal supports. Addition 
of these supports will result in appreciable water displacement.  
Calculations indicate that the box beams and HPCI-RCIC supports will 
increase the torus water level approximately 3/4 inch due to their 
presence. This rise in the torus water level is reflected in these revised 
technical specification values.  

Pgs. 235a and 269 - In Section 3.7.A.6.a Cand the bases therefore), the 
setpoint for the drywell-suppression chamber (wetwell) differential 
pressure control CAP) is being changed from 1.3 psid to 1.1 psid.  
Downcomer water clearing loads are greatly reduced by physically shortening 
the downcomers (by almost one foot) and imposing a drywell-wetwell AP.  
The Browns Ferry unique loads were determined by considering a differential 
pressure of 1.10 psid at the maximum allowable torus water level. In 
order to be consistent with this analysis the technical specification 
associated with the AP control has been established at 1.10 psid.  

Pg. 268 - In the bases for the limits established for primary containment, 
there is a discussion of steam condensing loads associated with relief 
valve operation. The peak temperature of the torus water used in the 
evaluation is being changed from 160'F to 200'F local temperature.  

During the current refuel outage the T-quenchers are being added to the 
safety-relief valve discharge device. The NRC licensed value for the 
T-quencher is 200'F local water temperature (to avoid excessive steam 
condensing loads). This technical specification change is needed to 
reflect that T-quencher licensed value of temperature.  

3.5.3 Containment Purge System 

In response to our generic letters of September 27, 1979 and October 22, 
1979 to "All Light Water Reactors," TVA is modifying the containment 
purge system for Unit 1 during this outage to satisfy applicable require
ments of NRC Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4 regarding valve closure 
times and addition of debris screens. Table 3.7.A (pages 251 and 252) 
is being revised to reflect the significant reduction in the maximum 
allowable operating time for the purge valves. On the nitrogen purge 
valves the operating time is being reduced from 10 seconds to 5 seconds 
and on the purge inlet and isolation valves the operating time is being 
reduced from 90 seconds to only 2.5 seconds. The faster valve closure
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times significantly reduce potential offsite doses. The addition of the 
debris screens provides protection against foreign material entering the 
purge ducting and interfering with closure of the purge valves. In 
their letter of June 2, 1g81, TVA provided the data and analysis to 
demonstrate that the purge valves are adequate for closure against the 
design basis loss-of-coolant accident forces. We have concluded that the 
plant modifications and changes to the Technical Specifications are 
significant improvements in plant safety and should be approved.  

3.5.4 HPCI Bypass Valve 

During this refueling outage, a one-inch bypass valve is being added 
around the HPCI steam supply outboard isolation valve, FCV73-3. During 
quarterly surveillance testing on HPCI isolation valve FCV 73-3, in which 
the valve is closed and reopened, the steamline downstream from FCV 73-3 
is subjected to thermal stresses from the closure and subsequent reopening.  
Addition of FCV 73-81 will relieve those stresses. This is a one-inch 
valve. It is an isolation group 4 valve with a maximum closing time of 
10 seconds. Since this is an isolation valve, it is being added to the 
list of valves in Tables 3.7.A (p. 251) and 3.7.D Cp. 260).  

4.0 Environmental Considerations 

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will 
not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this 
determination, we have further concluded that the amendment involves an 
action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental impact, 
and pursuant to 10 CFR Section 51 .5(d)(4) that an environmental impact 
statement, or negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal need 
not be prepared in connection with the issuance of the amendment.  

5.0 Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
Cl) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and 
does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment 
does not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is 
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not 
be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and 
the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense 
and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Dated: September 15, 1981
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-259 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY 

OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Cthe Commissionj h-as issued 

Amendment No. 76 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-33 issued to Tennessee 

Valley Authority Cthe licensee), which revised the Technical Specifications 

for operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. I Cthe facility) 

located in Limestone County, Alabama. The amendment is effective as of the 

date of issuance.  

This amendment (I) incorporates the limiting conditions for operation of 

the facility in the fifth fuel cycle following the current refueling outage, 

(2) reflects new primary containment atmospheric monitoring instrumentation 

installed during this outage and (3) eflects modifications which the Commission 

eui r e t o b e made to the torus 

The application for this amendment complies with the standards and require

ments o- the Atomic -ner'ycv Act of 1954, as amended ( the A•c, and the 

Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate findings 

- 4 -nC-•, ,• / the c- .n1 t'he Com--4sio's :-•s a• SU drecuia ions in i n 

Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendment. Prior public notice 

of this amendment was not required since the amendment does not involve a 

significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment will not 

result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant to 10 CFR 

:51 .5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative declaration and 

environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with issuance 

of this amendment.  

PDR ADOCK 05000259 
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For further details with respect to this action, see (I) the application 

for amendment dated April 29, 1981, as supplemented by letters dated June 12, 

1981 and July 13, 1981, C21 Amendment No. 76 to License No. DPR-33, and 

(3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are avail

able for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H 

Street, NW., Washington, D. C. and at the Athens Public Library, South and 

Forrest, Athens, Alabama 35611. A copy of items (2) and C3) may be obtained 

upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, 

D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Licensing.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 15th day of September 1981.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thoma•4.I Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing


